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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 This Framework deals with the ownership, Commercialisation and Protection of University IP whether created by an Employee, a Postgraduate Student, an Academic Visitor, an Undergraduate Student, or a University of London Student whether alone or together with any other Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, Undergraduate Student, University of London Student, or a Third Party.

1.2 To keep this Framework simple, it has been written as if IP has been created by one individual. Where IP has been created by more than one individual it is possible that the IP is co-owned and any reference to “ownership” of IP in this Framework must be read as “ownership of a share” of the IP.

1.3 This Framework also sets out how the rewards from any Commercialisation are to be shared.

1.4 When reading this Framework, it is important to take note of Schedule A (Glossary) as capitalised terms used in this Framework are defined there, unless otherwise specified.

1.5 This Framework is a living document and may be subject to change by the Innovation and Enterprise Working Group.

1.6 This Framework is effective from [insert date]. The next formal review will take place in [insert date].

1.7 If any Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, Undergraduate Student, or University of London Student has any question on the interpretation, or current status, of this Framework he or she may address this question to the Director of Research and Innovation.

1.8 If any Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, Undergraduate Student, or University of London Student has any question about who owns (or co-owns) any particular IP he or she may address this question to the Director of Research and Innovation. If the Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, Undergraduate Student, or University of London Student disagrees with the Director of Research and Innovation’s decision, then the matter shall be dealt with in accordance with section 17 (Dispute Procedure).

1.9 Any IP which was created by an Employee, a Postgraduate Student, an Academic Visitor, an Undergraduate Student, or a University of London Student whether alone or together with any other Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, Undergraduate Student, University of London Student, or a Third Party at a time before this Framework applied will be dealt with by the Director of Research and Innovation on a case-by-case basis. If the Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, Undergraduate Student, or University of London
Student disagrees with the Director of Research and Innovation’s decision, then the matter shall be dealt with in accordance with section 17 (Dispute Procedure).

2. **OWNERSHIP OF IP CREATED BY AN EMPLOYEE**

2.1 Save as set out in section 2.2, IP created by an Employee (including a Postgraduate Student, an Academic Visitor, an Undergraduate Student, or a University of London Student where he or she is also an Employee) will belong to the University as follows:

2.1.1 as a matter of law, rights in IP created by an Employee in the course of his or her employment or duties will automatically belong to the University;

2.1.2 if an Employee creates IP outside the course of his or her employment or duties, with more than Incidental Use of University Resources, then, by doing so, he or she agrees to assign such IP to the University and will do so upon the University's request; and

2.1.3 if an Employee creates IP in the course of, or pursuant to, a research agreement or other agreement with a Third Party, such IP will initially belong to the University and then, depending on the terms of the relevant agreement, to the University or the Third Party.

2.2 The University will not usually own:

2.2.1 IP created by an Employee outside the course of his or her employment or duties; or

2.2.2 copyright in Artistic Materials or Scholarly Materials (see section 7 and section 8, respectively, of this Framework for further details).

2.3 No formal assignment of University IP from the Employee to the University is generally required as the assignment takes place through statutory provision. Nonetheless, the University may require an Employee to sign a confirmatory assignment for any University IP he or she created and, if necessary, a separate assignment for any territory where it is not possible to assign future IP.

2.4 Each Employee acknowledges that the provisions of sections 11 to 15 (which include the obligation to disclose Commercialisable University IP) apply to University IP. If an Employee is unsure whether any IP he or she has created is University IP, the Employee must assume that it does and make a disclosure to the University.

2.5 If an Employee disputes that certain University IP belongs to the University in accordance with section 2.1 or if an Employee does not assign his or her rights in University IP to the University in accordance with section 2.3, then the University may, amongst other things:

2.5.1 withdraw the Employee from the project or research programme; or

2.5.2 request that the Employee ceases to use University Resources outside the course of his or her employment or duties.

2.6 An Employee may be asked to become an academic visitor, have an honorary academic appointment at, or become seconded to a Third Party.

2.7 In such circumstances, before an Employee becomes an academic visitor, commences such honorary appointment, or becomes seconded, the Employee shall inform his or her Authoriser and Human Resources. If the Authoriser agrees that it is appropriate for the Employee to
assume such a role, the Authoriser shall confirm this to the Employee and Human Resources and Human Resources shall ensure that an agreement is put in place, between the University and the Third Party to define (amongst other things) who will own any IP created by the Employee whilst he or she is an academic visitor at or is seconded to the Third Party.

2.8 An Employee must sign any document that the University reasonably requests the Employee to sign to ensure that rights in University IP, as set out in this Framework, either remain with, or are assigned to, the University.

2.9 In the event that another Employee, a Postgraduate Student, or an Academic Visitor wishes an Employee to assign any IP the Employee creates (whether this is University IP or otherwise) to another Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, or any third party, the relevant Employee, Postgraduate Student, or Academic Visitor must follow the process set out in section 16 (Exception Procedure). Failure to follow this process may be a disciplinary offence on the part of the party wishing to take assignment of the relevant IP.

3. OWNERSHIP OF IP CREATED BY A POSTGRADUATE STUDENT

3.1 Save as set out in section 3.2, IP created by a Postgraduate Student will belong to the University as follows:

3.1.1 rights in IP created by a Postgraduate Student in the course of his or her postgraduate studies will belong to the University;

3.1.2 if a Postgraduate Student creates IP outside the course of his or her postgraduate studies, with more than Incidental Use of University Resources, then, by doing so, he or she agrees to assign such IP to the University and will do so upon the University’s request; and

3.1.3 if a Postgraduate Student creates IP in the course of, or pursuant to, a research agreement or other agreement with a Third Party, such IP will initially belong to the University and then, depending on the terms of the relevant agreement, to the University or the Third Party.

3.2 The University will not usually own:

3.2.1 IP created by a Postgraduate Student outside the course of his or her postgraduate studies; or

3.2.2 copyright in Artistic Materials or Scholarly Materials (see section 7 and section 8, respectively, of this Framework for further details).

3.3 The University requires each Postgraduate Student to assign the IP he or she will create in the course of his or her postgraduate studies upon enrolment to the University. In addition, the University may require a Postgraduate Student to sign a confirmatory assignment for any University IP he or she created and, if necessary, a separate assignment for any territory where it is not possible to assign future IP.

3.4 Each Postgraduate Student acknowledge that the provisions of sections 11 to 15 (which include the obligation to disclose Commercialisable University IP) apply to University IP. If a Postgraduate Student is unsure whether any IP he or she has created is University IP, the Postgraduate Student must assume that it does and make a disclosure to the University.
3.5 If a Postgraduate Student does not assign his or her rights in University IP to the University in accordance with section 3.3, then the University may, amongst other things:

3.5.1 withdraw the Postgraduate Student from the project or research programme (whether this is a (co-)funded studentship or otherwise); or

3.5.2 request that the Postgraduate Student ceases to use University Resources outside the course of his or her postgraduate studies.

3.6 A Postgraduate Student may be asked to become an academic visitor, have an honorary academic appointment at, or have a placement with a Third Party.

3.7 In such circumstances, before a Postgraduate Student becomes an academic visitor, commences such honorary appointment, or commences a placement, the Postgraduate Student shall inform his or her Academic Supervisor and Research Contracts. If the Academic Supervisor agrees that it is appropriate for the Postgraduate Student to assume such a role, the Academic Supervisor shall confirm this to the Postgraduate Student and Research Contracts and Research Contracts shall ensure that an agreement is put in place, at the University's choosing between the University and the Third Party or the Postgraduate Student and the Third Party to define (amongst other things) who will own any IP created by the Postgraduate Student whilst he or she is an academic visitor at or is placed with the Third Party.

3.8 A Postgraduate Student must sign any document that the University reasonably requests the Postgraduate Student to sign to ensure that rights in University IP, as set out in this Framework, either remain with, or are assigned to, the University.

3.9 In the event that an Employee, another Postgraduate Student, or an Academic Visitor wishes a Postgraduate Student to assign any IP the Postgraduate Student creates (whether this is University IP or otherwise) to an Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, or any third party, the relevant Employee, Postgraduate Student, or Academic Visitor must follow the process set out in section 16 (Exception Procedure). Failure to follow this process may be a disciplinary offence on the part of the party wishing to take assignment of the relevant IP.

4. **OWNERSHIP OF IP CREATED BY AN ACADEMIC VISITOR**

4.1 Save as set out in sections 4.2 and 4.3, an Academic Visitor (or his or her employer) will own the IP that he or she creates whilst he or she is an Academic Visitor.

4.2 If an Academic Visitor is also an Employee (whether part time or otherwise), any IP he or she creates as an Employee is subject to section 2 of this Framework.

4.3 Additionally, IP created by an Academic Visitor whilst he or she is an Academic Visitor will belong to the University if the Host (as set out in section 4.4) allows:

4.3.1 the Academic Visitor to participate in a University Project; or

4.3.2 the Academic Visitor to contribute to, create, or use any Teaching Materials or University Materials.

4.4 Each Academic Visitor must have a Host and the Host shall inform his or her Authoriser before he or she offers to host an individual as an Academic Visitor setting out whether section 4.3.1 or section 4.3.2 will apply. If the Authoriser agrees that it is appropriate for the individual to
be an Academic Visitor, and, if relevant, for sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 to apply, the Authoriser shall confirm this to the Host and to Human Resources. Human Resources shall then ensure that an agreement is put in place between the University and the individual or the Third Party who employs the individual to define (amongst other things) who will own any IP created by the Academic Visitor during his or her visit.

4.5 For the avoidance of doubt, no Postgraduate Student or Academic Visitor may host an Academic Visitor.

4.6 If a circumstance set out in sections 4.3.1 or 4.3.2 applies, the University requires each affected Academic Visitor to assign the IP he or she will create as a result of the acts set out in section 4.3 to the University. In addition, the University may require the Academic Visitor to sign a confirmatory assignment for any University IP he or she created and, if necessary, a separate assignment for any territory where it is not possible to assign future IP.

4.7 Each Academic Visitor acknowledges that the provisions of sections 11 to 15 (which include the obligation to disclose Commercialisable University IP) apply to University IP. If an Academic Visitor is unsure whether any IP he or she has created is University IP, the Academic Visitor should discuss this with his or her Host.

4.8 If a circumstance set out in sections 4.3.1 or 4.3.2 applies and the affected Academic Visitor does not assign his or her rights in University IP to the University in accordance with section 4.6, then the University may, amongst other things:

4.8.1 withdraw the Academic Visitor from the University Project; or

4.8.2 request that the Academic Visitor ceases to contribute to, create, or use any Teaching Materials or University Materials.

4.9 In the event that an Employee, a Postgraduate Student, or another Academic Visitor wishes an Academic Visitor to assign any IP the Academic Visitor creates (whether this is University IP or otherwise) to an Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, or any third party, the relevant Employee, Postgraduate Student, or Academic Visitor must follow the process set out in section 16 (Exception Procedure). Failure to follow this process may be a disciplinary offence on the part of the party wishing to take assignment of the relevant IP.

5. OWNERSHIP OF IP CREATED BY AN UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT

5.1 Save as set out in sections 5.2 and 5.3, an Undergraduate Student will own the IP that he or she creates whilst he or she is an Undergraduate Student. This includes the IP which an Undergraduate Student creates in his or her final year project unless any of the circumstances as set out in section 5.3 apply.

5.2 If an Undergraduate Student is also an Employee (whether part time or otherwise), any IP he or she creates as an Employee is subject to section 2 of this Framework.

5.3 Additionally, IP created by an Undergraduate Student whilst he or she is an Undergraduate Student will belong to the University if an Employee allows:

5.3.1 the Undergraduate Student to participate in a University Project; or
5.3.2 the Undergraduate Student to contribute to, create, or use any Teaching Materials or University Materials.

5.4 If the circumstances set out in sections 5.3.1 or 5.3.2 apply, the Employee shall

5.4.1 inform the Undergraduate Student about the need for him or her to assign the IP before the Undergraduate Student starts any work; and

5.4.2 ask Research Contracts to put the necessary agreement in place to ensure that the IP which the Undergraduate Student will create is assigned to the University.

5.5 For the avoidance of doubt, no Postgraduate Student or Academic Visitor may allow an Undergraduate Student to carry out the acts set out in section 5.3.

5.6 If a circumstance set out in sections 5.3.1 or 5.3.2 applies, the University requires each affected Undergraduate Student to assign the IP he or she will create as a result of the acts set out in section 5.3 to the University. In addition, the University may require the Undergraduate Student to sign a confirmatory assignment for any University IP he or she created and, if necessary, a separate assignment for any territory where it is not possible to assign future IP.

5.7 Each Undergraduate Student acknowledges that the provisions of sections 11 to 15 (which include the obligation to disclose Commercialisable University IP) apply to University IP. If an Undergraduate Student is unsure whether any IP he or she has created is University IP, the Undergraduate Student must discuss this with the Employee who allowed the Undergraduate Student to carry out an act set out in section 5.3.1 or 5.3.2.

5.8 If a circumstance set out in sections 5.3.1 or 5.3.2 applies and the affected Undergraduate Student does not assign his or her rights in University IP to the University in accordance with section 5.6, then the University may, amongst other things:

5.8.1 withdraw the Undergraduate Student from the University Project; or

5.8.2 request that the Undergraduate Student ceases to contribute to, create, or use any Teaching Materials or University Materials.

5.9 Each Undergraduate Student grants to the University an irrevocable, non-exclusive, royalty-free, worldwide licence, with the right to sub-license, to use his or her Undergraduate Student IP which was created in the course of the Undergraduate Student's studies for administrative, promotional, and teaching purposes upon creation of the relevant IP and for as long as the relevant IP remains in existence.

5.10 In the event that an Employee, a Postgraduate Student, or an Academic Visitor wishes an Undergraduate Student to assign any IP the Undergraduate Student creates (whether this is University IP or otherwise) to another Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, or any third party, the relevant Employee, Postgraduate Student, or Academic Visitor must follow the process set out in section 16 (Exception Procedure). Failure to follow this process may be a disciplinary offence on the part of the party wishing to take assignment of the relevant IP.

6. OWNERSHIP OF IP CREATED BY A UNIVERSITY OF LONDON STUDENT

6.1 Save as set out in sections 6.2 and 6.3, a University of London Student (or in many case his/her employer if his/her employer is funding the University of London Student) will own the IP that
he or she creates whilst he or she is a University of London Student. This includes the IP which a University of London Student creates in his or her research project unless any of the circumstances as set out in section 6.3 apply.

6.2 If a University of London Student is also an Employee (whether part time or otherwise), any IP he or she creates as an Employee is subject to section 2 of this Framework.

6.3 Additionally, IP created by a University of London Student whilst he or she is a University of London Student will belong to the University if an Employee allows:

6.3.1 the University of London Student to participate in a University Project; or

6.3.2 the University of London Student to contribute to, create, or use any Teaching Materials or University Materials.

6.4 If the circumstances set out in sections 6.3.1 or 6.3.2 apply, the Employee shall

6.4.1 inform the University of London Student about the need for him or her to assign the IP before the University of London Student starts any work; and

6.4.2 ask Research Contracts to put the necessary agreement in place to ensure that the IP which the University of London Student will create is assigned to the University.

6.5 For the avoidance of doubt, no Postgraduate Student or Academic Visitor may allow a University of London Student to carry out the acts set out in section 6.3.

6.6 If a circumstance set out in sections 6.3.1 or 6.3.2 applies, the University requires each affected University of London Student to assign the IP he or she will create as a result of the acts set out in section 6.3 to the University. In addition, the University may require the University of London Student to sign a confirmatory assignment for any University IP he or she created and, if necessary, a separate assignment for any territory where it is not possible to assign future IP.

6.7 Each University of London Student acknowledges that the provisions of sections 11 to 15 (which include the obligation to disclose Commercialisable University IP) apply to University IP. If a University of London Student is unsure whether any IP he or she has created is University IP, the University of London Student must discuss this with the Employee who allowed the University of London Student to carry out an act set out in section 6.3.1 or 6.3.2.

6.8 If a circumstance set out in sections 6.3.1 or 6.3.2 applies and the affected University of London Student does not assign his or her rights in University IP to the University in accordance with section 6.6, then the University may, amongst other things:

6.8.1 withdraw the University of London Student from the University Project; or

6.8.2 request that the University of London Student ceases to contribute to, create, or use any Teaching Materials or University Materials.

6.9 Each University of London Student grants to the University an irrevocable, non-exclusive, royalty-free, worldwide licence, with the right to sub-license, to use his or her University of London Student IP which was created in the course of the University of London Student’s studies for administrative, promotional, and teaching purposes upon creation of the relevant IP and for as long as the relevant IP remains in existence.

6.10 In the event that an Employee, a Postgraduate Student, or an Academic Visitor wishes a
University of London Student to assign any IP the University of London Student creates (whether this is University IP or otherwise) to another Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, or any third party, the relevant Employee, Postgraduate Student, or Academic Visitor must follow the process set out in section 16 (Exception Procedure). Failure to follow this process may be a disciplinary offence on the part of the party wishing to take assignment of the relevant IP.

7. ARTISTIC MATERIALS

7.1 Subject to the relevant Employee or Postgraduate Student complying with the remainder of this section 7, the University waives its rights of ownership of copyright in any Artistic Materials, which means that such copyright is owned by the relevant Employee or Postgraduate Student, except:

7.1.1 where such copyright has been created with more than Incidental Use of University Resources;

7.1.2 where such copyright has been created in the course of, or pursuant to, a research agreement or other agreement with a Third Party;

7.1.3 in relation to any item which is a Teaching Material or a University Material; and

7.1.4 where publication of the Artistic Materials in question might bring the University into disrepute.

7.2 For the avoidance of doubt, the University does not waive its rights in any other IP in the Artistic Materials, such as inventions.

7.3 Each Employee and each Postgraduate Student grants to the University an irrevocable, non-exclusive, royalty-free, worldwide licence, with the right to sub-license, to use the copyright in his or her Artistic Materials for administrative, promotional, teaching, and research purposes upon creation of the relevant IP and for as long as the relevant IP remains in existence.

8. SCHOLARLY MATERIALS

8.1 Subject to the relevant Employee or Postgraduate Student complying with the remainder of this section 8, the University waives its rights of ownership of copyright in any Scholarly Materials, which means that such copyright is owned by the relevant Employee or Postgraduate Student, except:

8.1.1 where such copyright has been created with more than Incidental Use of University Resources;

8.1.2 where such copyright has been created in the course of, or pursuant to, a research agreement or other agreement with a Third Party;

8.1.3 in relation to any item which is a Teaching Material or a University Material; and

8.1.4 where publication of the Scholarly Materials in question might bring the University into disrepute.
8.2 For the avoidance of doubt, the University does not waive its rights in any other IP in the Scholarly Materials, such as inventions. For example, if an Employee writes a journal article which includes data or a questionnaire, the copyright in the journal article belongs to the Employee but the rights to the data and the questionnaire belong to the University.

8.3 Each Employee and each Postgraduate Student grants to the University an irrevocable, non-exclusive, royalty-free, worldwide licence, with the right to sub-license, to use the copyright in his or her Scholarly Materials for administrative, promotional, research, and teaching purposes upon creation of the relevant IP and for as long as the relevant IP remains in existence.

9. TEACHING MATERIALS

9.1 Each Employee and each Postgraduate Student shall declare to the University, on or before the start of his or her employment or postgraduate studies, any Teaching Materials that he or she intends to bring with him or her for use at the University which he or she has already created and confirm the basis of his or her ongoing rights to use these Teaching Materials.

9.2 If a circumstance set out in section 4.3.2 or section 5.3.2 applies, each affected Academic Visitor, each affected Undergraduate Student, and each affected University of London Student shall declare to the University, on or before the start of his or her visit or studies, any Teaching Materials that he or she intends to bring with him or her for use at the University which he or she has already created and confirm the basis of his or her ongoing rights to use these Teaching Materials.

9.3 The declarations set out in sections 9.1 and 9.2 must be made by completing a Teaching Materials Declaration Form, a link to which can be found at Schedule I (Links to Further Information).

9.4 The University will own the IP in any Teaching Materials created by an Employee, a Postgraduate Student, an Academic Visitor, an Undergraduate Student, or a University of London Student.

9.5 With respect to the Teaching Materials set out in section 9.4, the University is free to:

9.5.1 Commercialise such Teaching Materials as it sees fit (whether for financial gain or not),

9.5.2 licence or assign such Teaching Materials to Third Parties, and/or

9.5.3 merge such Teaching Materials with other materials created within the University or elsewhere.

9.6 With respect to the Teaching Materials set out in section 9.4 which the University chooses to Commercialise, the University agrees to share any Net Revenue with the Originator in accordance with Schedule G (Detailed provisions about the sharing of Net Revenue).

9.7 Save as set out in section 9.8, the University grants to each former Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, Undergraduate Student, and University of London Student who is an Originator a non-exclusive, royalty-free, worldwide licence to use any Teaching Materials created by him or her for non-commercial teaching or research purposes.

9.8 Where the Teaching Material was created by a former Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, Undergraduate Student, or University of London Student jointly with another
9.9 The licence granted under section 9.7 or section 9.8 above will not continue if, for example, the use of the Teaching Materials may or does:

9.9.1 damage the University’s Commercialisation of the Teaching Materials; and/or

9.9.2 prejudice in any way the interests of the University.

9.10 If an Originator (or his or her future employer) wishes to use the Teaching Materials that he or she created (whether on his or her own or jointly with others whose IP vests in the University) for commercial purposes (whether for profit or otherwise), the Originator (or his or her future employer) must enter into negotiations with the University.

9.11 In the case of disagreement over these negotiations, section 17 (Dispute Procedure) shall apply. Neither the former Employee nor his or her new employer is permitted to Commercialise the Teaching Materials without the express written permission of the University.

10. UNIVERSITY MATERIALS

10.1 Contrary to sections 9.1 and 9.2 (which relate to Teaching Materials), it is not expected that an Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, Undergraduate Student, or University of London Student will bring any University Materials that he or she already created to the University. However, should this be the case the affected Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, Undergraduate Student, or University of London Student should contact the relevant Head of School to discuss whether this is appropriate. If the relevant Head of School deems this to be appropriate he or she should contact Legal Services to discuss the required follow up before any such University Materials are used.

10.2 The University will own the IP in any University Materials created by an Employee, a Postgraduate Student, an Academic Visitor, an Undergraduate Student, or a University of London Student.

10.3 With respect to the University Materials set out in section 10.2, the University is free to:

10.3.1 Commercialise such University Materials as it sees fit (whether for financial gain or not),

10.3.2 licence or assign such University Materials to Third Parties, and/or

10.3.3 merge such University Materials with other materials created within the University or elsewhere.

10.4 With respect to the University Materials set out in section 10.2 which the University choose to Commercialise, the University agrees to share any Net Revenue with the Originator in accordance with Schedule G (Detailed provisions about the sharing of Net Revenue).

10.5 In the event that an Originator ceases to be employed by, enrolled at, or have visitor status at the University and the Originator (or his or her future employer) wishes to use the University Materials that the Originator created (whether on his or her own or jointly with others whose IP vests in the University whilst employed by, enrolled at, or under visitor status at the University, then the University will need to obtain consent from each other Originator before the University can grant such a licence.
University) for any purpose (whether for profit or otherwise), the Originator (or his or her future employer) must enter into negotiations with the University.

10.6 In the case of disagreement over these negotiations, section 17 (Dispute Procedure) shall apply. Neither the Originator nor his or her new employer is permitted to use the University Materials for any purpose (whether for profit or otherwise) without the express written permission of the University.

11. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS (including responsibility for University IP, responsibility for IP other than University IP, obligation to acknowledge Third Party IP and University IP, obligation to disclose potential infringement of IP, obligation to disclose potential conflict of interest, obligation to maintain confidentiality, publication approval process, restricted access, obligation to notify potentially Commercializable University IP, IP guarantee, pipeline, repayment, and warranty policy, completion of formalities, obligation to deposit University IP and Scholarly Materials, and grant of licence under performer’s rights)

11.1 Responsibility for University IP

11.1.1 It is the responsibility of each Employee to inform Research Contracts when an agreement is required to cover or has been received which relates to University IP (including any agreement which includes an obligation of confidentiality or a publication approval process).

11.1.2 It is the responsibility of each Postgraduate Student to inform his or her Academic Supervisor and the responsibility of each Academic Visitor to inform his or her Host when an agreement is required to cover or has been received which relates to University IP (including any agreement which includes an obligation of confidentiality or a publication approval process).

11.1.3 Where an Employee permits an Undergraduate Student or a University of London Student to work on a University Project, the Employee (rather than the Undergraduate Student or the University of London Student) is responsible for ensuring that this Framework is followed and that the Undergraduate Student or the University of London Student, as the case may be, signs an appropriate agreement before working on the University Project.

11.1.4 Each Postgraduate Student and Academic Visitor acknowledges that he or she is not permitted to ask an Undergraduate Student or a University of London Student to participate in a University Project.

11.1.5 The Director of Research and Innovation is the legal signatory for any agreement which relates to University IP.

11.1.6 Each Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, Undergraduate Student, or University of London Student acknowledges that he or she may not i) personally enter into any agreement which affects any University IP, ii) allow a third party to enter into any agreement which affects any University IP, iii) Protect any University IP (whether in the name of the University or otherwise), or iv) allow a third party to Protect any University (whether in the name of the University or otherwise); and acknowledges that failure to observe these rules can be a disciplinary offence.
11.1.7 Each Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, Undergraduate Student, or University of London Student acknowledges that he or she must inform the Director of Research and Innovation if he or she becomes aware that he or she i) did personally enter into an agreement which affects some University IP, ii) allowed a third party to enter into any agreement which affects some University IP, iii) Protected any University IP (whether in the name of the University or otherwise), or iv) allowed a third party to Protect any University (whether in the name of the University or otherwise).

11.1.8 Links to further information on the remit of Research Contracts can be found at Schedule I (Links to Further Information).

11.2 Responsibility for IP other than University IP

11.2.1 Once an Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, Undergraduate Student, or University of London Student who has created IP which is not University IP has verified that the IP is not University IP, that Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, Undergraduate Student, or University of London Student, as the case may be, may himself or herself negotiate an agreement related to such IP.

11.2.2 Each Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, Undergraduate Student, or University of London Student is responsible for ensuring that the licences to the University as set out in section 5.8 (licence to certain Undergraduate Student IP), section 6.8 (licence to certain University of London Student IP), section 7.3 (licence to Artistic Materials) and section 8.3 (licence to Scholarly Materials) are respected in any agreement with respect to IP which is not University IP that he or she agrees to.

11.2.3 Each Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, Undergraduate Student, or University of London Student agrees upon request of the Director of Research and Innovation to share any agreement he or she has negotiated or signed which relates to IP which is not University IP with the University.

11.2.4 Each Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, Undergraduate Student, or University of London Student may offer to assign his or her IP to the University so this IP becomes University IP and becomes the responsibility of the University. Any such offer shall be made to the Director of Research and Innovation and the Director of Research and Innovation will decide whether or not the University wishes to take assignment of such IP.

11.2.5 Similarly as set out in section 13.8, the University may offer certain University IP to an Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, Undergraduate Student, or University of London Student and once the Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, Undergraduate Student, or University of London Student, as the case may be, has agreed to take assignment of such IP understands that the University is no longer responsible for this IP.

11.2.6 Research Contracts cannot draft or review agreements which relate to IP which is not University IP.

11.2.7 Each Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, Undergraduate Student, and University of London Student acknowledges that it is possible that IP which was created by more than one individual may in part be University IP and in part be non-University IP (e.g. Employee IP, Postgraduate Student IP, Academic Visitor IP, Undergraduate Student IP, or University of London Student IP). If that is the case, then Research Contracts would
negotiate the agreement on behalf of the University and the Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, Undergraduate Student, or University of London Student, as the case may be, would negotiate the agreement on behalf of himself or herself.

11.3 **Obligation to acknowledge Third Party IP and University IP**

11.3.1 Each Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, Undergraduate Student, and University of London Student agrees to acknowledge any Third Party IP he or she uses in the context of University IP. Guidance on how to acknowledge Third Party IP can be found in Schedule B (Authorship, ownership and acknowledgement of Third Party IP or University IP).

11.3.2 Each Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, Undergraduate Student, and University of London Student also agrees to acknowledge any University IP he or she uses in the context of IP which is not University IP. Guidance on how to acknowledge Third Party IP can be found in Schedule B (Authorship, ownership and acknowledgement of Third Party IP or University IP).

11.3.3 In the event that the University becomes aware of an incorrect acknowledgement of IP ownership it may request that the Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, Undergraduate Student, and University of London Student corrects the acknowledgment.

11.4 **Obligation to disclose possible infringement of IP**

11.4.1 If an Employee, Postgraduate Student, or Academic Visitor suspects, or becomes aware of, any potential or actual infringement of:

- University IP by any Third Party, or
- Third Party IP by the University,

he or she should immediately notify the Director of Research and Innovation with full details of the nature of the potential infringement.

11.5 **Obligation to disclose potential conflict of interest**

11.5.1 Potential conflicts of interest with respect to IP can arise through a number of circumstances. For example, a potential conflict of interest with respect to IP would arise where a Third Party owns IP (whether registered or otherwise) and asks Employee, Postgraduate Student, or Academic Visitor to produce (further) data which can be used to support the IP. Likewise, a potential conflict of interest with respect to IP would arise where an Employee, Postgraduate Student, or Academic Visitor owns IP (whether registered or otherwise) and wishes to produce (further) data which can be used to support the IP.

11.5.2 Each Employee must declare any potential conflict of interest that he or she becomes aware of in relation to IP to the Director of Research and Innovation as soon as possible.

11.5.3 Each Postgraduate Student and Academic Visitor Student, as the case may be, must declare any potential conflict of interest that he or she becomes aware of in relation to IP to his or her Academic Supervisor, or Host, as applicable, as soon as possible.

11.5.4 Each Employee, Postgraduate Student, and Academic Visitor agrees to notify the University of any other potential conflict of interest (e.g. receiving funds from a family member or a Third Party who is associated with a family member, allowing a family member of an existing
Employee, Postgraduate Student, or Academic Visitor to also be an Employee, Postgraduate Student, or Academic Visitor) in accordance with the University’s conflict of interest policy.

11.6 **Obligation to maintain confidentiality, publication approval process, and restricted access**

11.6.1 A key component of collaborating with a Third Party, Commercialising, and, where appropriate, Protecting IP is maintaining confidentiality.

11.6.2 Disclosure or publication of IP prior to filing a patent application may harm, or in certain circumstances eliminate, the opportunity to obtain patent protection for an invention.

11.6.3 Each Employee, Postgraduate Student, and Academic Visitor must therefore ensure that he or she keeps information that he or she receives from or creates for a Third Party (whether this is Third Party IP or otherwise) confidential and follows any publication approval process which has been agreed with a Third Party.

11.6.4 In addition each Employee, Postgraduate Student, and Academic Visitor must only use information that he or she receives from a Third Party for the purpose for which it was supplied.

11.6.5 Each Employee, Postgraduate Student, and Academic Visitor must ensure that he or she keeps University IP confidential and follows the process set out in section 11.7 (Obligation to disclose potentially Commercialisable University IP) before publishing the University IP.

11.6.6 A Third Party or the University may require that a dissertation or thesis submitted to the University for the award of a degree is placed on restricted access if this is necessary to comply with the terms of an agreement or the University’s obligation to Commercialise. The University aims to limit the time period to a maximum of a year.

11.6.7 For the avoidance of doubt, an obligation to keep information confidential does not cease when the Employee, Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, Undergraduate Student, or University of London Student ceases to be associated with the University. Any (former) Employee should contact Research Contracts if he or she has any questions about this and any (former) Postgraduate Student, Academic Visitor, Undergraduate Student, or University of London Student should contact his or her Academic Supervisor or Host, as the case may be, if he or she has any questions about this.

11.6.8 A breach of confidentiality by any Employee, Postgraduate Student, and Academic Visitor is a very serious matter. A wilful breach of confidentiality constitutes serious misconduct e.g. passing on confidential information of a Third Party which was provided to the University on a confidential basis or passing University confidential information to a Third Party without a suitable confidentiality agreement in place, and will be a disciplinary matter.

11.7 **Obligation to disclose potentially Commercialisable University IP**

11.7.1 Each Employee, Postgraduate Student, and Academic Visitor must disclose to the University all University IP which is potentially Commercialisable and any associated materials, including Research Results.

11.7.2 Where an Employee, a Postgraduate Student, or an Academic Visitor is in any doubt about whether any University IP falls within the ambit of any of the criteria set out above, then the Employee, Postgraduate Student, or Academic Visitor must assume that it does and make a disclosure to the University.
11.7.3 All disclosures to the University must be made by submitting to Research and Innovation using an IP Disclosure Form a link to which can be found at Schedule I (Links to Further Information).

11.7.4 In return for the Employee, Postgraduate Student or Academic Visitor disclosing to the University potentially Commercialisable University IP, the University will share the Net Income, if any, it will receive with the Employee, Postgraduate Student, or Academic Visitor in accordance with section 15 (Share of Net Income).

11.8 IP Guarantee, Pipeline, Repayment, and Warranty Policy

11.8.1 In negotiating agreements with Third Parties and Originator(s) relating to IP, the University will do so in line with its IP Warranty, Guarantee, Pipeline, and Repayments Policy which is set out in Schedule F (IP Warranty, Guarantee, Pipeline, and Repayments Policy).

11.9 Completion of Formalities

11.9.1 Each Employee, Postgraduate Student, and Academic Visitor must sign any document that the University reasonably requests to ensure that all rights in University IP, as set out in this Framework, either remain with, or are assigned to, the University (or a Third Party).

11.10 Obligation to deposit University IP and Scholarly Materials

11.10.1 On request, and in any event before ceasing to be an Employee, Postgraduate Student, or Academic Visitor, each Employee, Postgraduate Student, and Academic Visitor must deposit with his or her Authoriser any physical representation of University IP, where the Employee, the Postgraduate Student, or the Academic Visitor is an Originator of such IP.

11.10.2 On request, and in any event before ceasing to be a Undergraduate Student or a University of London Student, each Undergraduate Student or University of London Student, as the case may be, must deposit with his or her Academic Supervisor a copy of all physical representations of any IP they have licensed to the University in accordance with section 5.8 or section 6.8 above, whatever format they are in, including electronic formats.

11.10.3 Physical representations include original (or, if lost, copy) drawings, diagrams, recorded know-how (e.g., laboratory notebooks) and Tangible Research Materials.

11.10.4 It is the responsibility of each Authoriser, Academic Supervisor, and Host to control the development, storage, use and distribution of Tangible Research Materials made in the course of research activities, subject to the provisions of any agreements governing the research in question. If any such Tangible Research Material is to be transferred outside the University for other’s use, then it should be done so under the terms of an agreement negotiated through Research Contracts.

11.10.5 On request, and, in any event before ceasing to be an Employee, Postgraduate Student, or Academic Visitor, each Employee, Postgraduate Student or Academic Visitor must deposit a copy of his or her Scholarly Materials with his or her Authoriser, Academic Supervisor, or Host, as the case may be, in all the formats in which such Scholarly Materials have been produced at that date, including electronic formats. The University requires all full text versions of Scholarly Materials to be self-archived by the Originator(s) through the University’s institutional repository.
11.11 **Grant of Performer’s Rights Licence to the University**

11.11.1 The University acknowledges that performer’s rights in IP which is owned by the University as set out in section 2.1 (Ownership of IP created by Employees), section 3.1 (Ownership of IP created by Postgraduate Students), section 4.1 (Ownership of IP created by Academic Visitors), section 9.1 (Teaching Materials), and section 10.1 (University Materials) or IP licensed to the University as set out in section 7.4 (Artistic Materials) or section 8.4 (Scholarly Materials), including in any video or other recording of an Employee’s own lecture, presentation or similar work which are performances in IP terms, are owned by the Employee, Postgraduate Student, or Academic Visitor, as the case may be.

11.11.2 Each Employee, Postgraduate Student, and Academic Visitor therefore grants to the University an irrevocable, non-exclusive, royalty-free, worldwide licence, with the right to sub-license, to use his or her performer’s rights for the administrative, promotional, research, and teaching purposes upon creation of the performer’s rights and for as long as the performer’s rights remain in existence.

11.11.3 The University agrees and acknowledges that all performer’s rights in IP to be owned by the University as set out in section 5.3 or licensed to it by section 5.8, including in any video or other recording of a Undergraduate Student or a University of London Student which is a performance in IP terms, are owned by the Undergraduate Student or the University of London Student, as the case may be.

11.11.4 Each Undergraduate Student and University of London Student therefore grants to the University an irrevocable, non-exclusive, royalty-free, worldwide licence, with the right to sub-license, to use his or her performer’s rights for the administrative, promotional, research, and teaching purposes upon creation of the performer’s rights and for as long as the performer’s rights remain in existence.

12. **NON COMMERCIAL USE OF UNIVERSITY IP**

12.1 The University recognises that Commercialisation of University IP may not always be appropriate and sometimes it is in the best interests of knowledge transfer to make the University IP available under a permissive creative commons licence or a permissive open source licence or occasionally to dedicate the University IP to the public domain.

12.2 If the Originator believes that any of the options set out under section 12.1 is appropriate, he or she must discuss and agree this with his or her Authoriser, Academic Supervisor, or Host, as the case may be, as appropriate.

12.3 Where the University IP was created with the support of a Third Party, then the Authoriser, Academic Supervisor, or Host, as appropriate, must discuss and agree the position with the University and the Third Party before the Originator makes the University IP available under a permissive creative commons licence or a permissive open source licence or dedicates the University IP to the public domain.

12.4 Schedule C (Release of a copyright protected work (other than software) under a Creative Commons licence) sets out examples of where it was decided that it was appropriate for University IP to be release for non-commercial use under a permissive creative commons licence.
13. COMMERCIAL USE OF UNIVERSITY IP

13.1 Principles

13.1.1 The University itself does not Commercialise University IP and instead Partners with a Third Party to Commercialise University IP. Therefore there are two distinct phases:

- entering into a Partnering arrangement (which sets out how the Third Party will Commercialise the IP), and
- monitoring that the Third Party is fulfilling the Partnering arrangement and is Commercialising the IP.

13.1.2 There are four routes the University takes to allow University IP to be Commercialised:

- Partnering with an existing Third Party via the grant of a Licence by the University to the Third Party (see section 13.3) under a Pull Arrangement where the Third Party was involved in the creation of the University IP (as is often the case where a Third Party provides input into a grant funded project as a project partner where a Third Party collaborates with the University under an Innovate UK grant funded project), or
- Partnering with an existing Third Party via the grant of a Licence by the University to the Third Party (see section 13.4) under a Push Arrangement where the Third Party was not involved in the creation of the University IP (as is often the case for other grant funded research), or
- Partnering with the Originator(s) to allow the Originator(s) to Self-Commercialise the University IP (see section 13.5), or
- Partnering with the Originator(s), at least one further director, and at least one further investor to form a Spin-Out Company (see section 13.6).

13.1.3 The University's preference for how University IP is Commercialised is reflected in the order set out in section 13.1.2 above.

13.1.5 As set out in section 11.7, each Originator must disclose to the University any University IP which is potentially Commercialisable and must in the IP Disclosure Form set out which route set out in section 13.1.2 he or she believes is most appropriate for the particular University IP.

13.1.5 Although the Originator(s) and the University's interests will often be the same, the University recommends that all Originator(s) seek independent advice at his or her own cost. Commercialisation is time consuming and so each Originator's Authoriser, Academic Supervisor, or Host, as the case may be, must be aware of and agree with route of Commercialisation proposed by the Originator(s) in the IP Disclosure Form.

13.1.6 Knowledge Exchange will review whether the route to Commercialisation that the Originator(s) propose is appropriate and may recommend a different route.

13.1.7 Irrespective of which Partnering arrangement the University agrees to, the University is obliged to periodically monitor the Partnering arrangement to ensure that the (preparations leading to) Commercialisation is or are proceeding as planned and in line with the Funder(s)' requirements (if applicable), the University's charitable obligations, and the University's social responsibility (see section 13.9).
13.1.8 The University cannot accept any liability to the Originator(s) if the return achieved through the Commercialisation of any University IP is not the best financial return which could have been achieved. In any event, the best financial return may not be compatible with section 13.10.

13.3 **Partnering with an existing Third Party under a Pull Arrangement**

13.3.1 Under a Pull Arrangement (sometimes referred to as an arrangement with a lined up Licensee), there is already an agreement in place with at least one Third Party that sets out that the University is prepared to grant a Licence to the Third Party (via a time-limited option) and who is responsible for Protecting the University IP. Having such a shared understanding facilitates the Commercialisation of University IP developed under a Pull Arrangement.

13.3.2 If the Originator(s) become aware that any University IP which is developed under a Pull Arrangement is Commercialisable, he or she should complete an **IP Disclosure Form** and include in the form:

- a description of the University IP,
- the fact that a Pull Arrangement is in place,
- the name of the Third Party (i.e. the potential Licensee) in the Pull Arrangement,
- why the Originator(s) believe that the University IP would be of interest to the potential Licensee, and
- whether or not the Originator(s) believe that the University IP should be Protected.

13.3.3 Upon receipt of an **IP Disclosure Form** which includes a request to Partner with an existing Third Party under a Pull Arrangement, Knowledge Exchange will review the information contained within the **IP Disclosure Form** and then follow up with the Third Party (i.e. the potential Licensee) in accordance with the existing agreement set out in section 13.3.1. Knowledge Exchange will include the Originator(s) in any correspondence with the Third Party.

13.4 **Partnering with an existing Third Party under a Push Arrangement**

13.4.1 If the Originator(s) of some University IP decide that the best way to Commercialise the IP is to Partner with an existing Third Party (i.e. via the grant of a Licence to a Third Party), the Originator(s) shall complete an **IP Disclosure Form** and include in the form:

- a description of the University IP,
- a request that the University Partner with an existing Third Party under a Push Arrangement,
- the name of at least one potential Licensee,
- why the Originator(s) believe that the University IP would be of interest to the potential Licensee, and
- whether or not the Originator(s) believe that the University IP should be Protected.

13.4.2 For the avoidance of doubt the University will generally only agree to Partner with an existing Third Party under a Push Arrangement if the Third Party can agree to:

- reimburse the University any expenses incurred by the University for Protecting the relevant University IP,
• pay to the University the Buy-Out Fee or a Royalty (which normally is a minimum annual Royalty).

13.4.3 Upon receipt of an IP Disclosure Form which includes a request to Partner with an existing Third Party under a Push Arrangement, Knowledge Exchange will review the information contained within the IP Disclosure Form.

13.4.4 If Knowledge Exchange requires further information to decide whether the University IP disclosed in the IP Disclosure Form can be Commercialised via the requested route, it will ask the Originator(s) to provide the missing information and take such steps it believes necessary to find out any information it requires to make a decision.

13.4.5 Once Knowledge Exchange has all the information it will present the case to the Commercialisation Committee in the presence of the Originator(s) so the Commercialisation Committee can decide whether the University is prepared to invest in the negotiations with the potential Licensee(s) and, if appropriate, the Protection of the University IP.

13.4.6 If the Commercialisation Committee decides to Commercialise all or any of the University IP disclosed in the IP Disclosure Form via the requested route, Knowledge Exchange will contact the potential Licensee(s) to discuss the grant of a Licence by the University to the potential Licensee(s). Knowledge Exchange will include the Originator(s) in any correspondence with the potential Licensee(s).

13.4.7 Where a potential Licensee is willing to enter into a Licence, Knowledge Exchange will ask Research Contracts to prepare a draft Licence to share with the potential Licensee.

13.4.8 As a rule Knowledge Exchange will spend up to three months with the efforts set out in sections 13.4.6 and 13.4.7. If Knowledge Exchange does not receive any feedback from a potential Licensee this is an indication that the University IP is not of sufficient commercial interest.

13.4.9 Where Knowledge Exchange, the Commercialisation Committee, or feedback from a potential Licensee indicates that there is insufficient interest in the University IP, Knowledge Exchange may recommend that Knowledge Exchange cease their efforts and that the Originator(s) apply for Follow-On Funding to further develop the University IP.

13.4.10 Where Knowledge Exchange, the Commercialisation Committee, or feedback from a potential Licensee indicates that the University IP is not of sufficient commercial interest, then the provisions set out in section 13.8 apply.

13.5 Partnering with the Originator(s) to allow the Originator(s) to Self-Commercialise

13.5.1 If all Originator(s) of some University IP decide that the best way to Commercialise the IP is via Self-Commercialisation, the Originator(s) shall complete an IP Disclosure Form and include in the form:
• a description of the University IP,
• a request that the University Partner with the Originator(s),
• why the Originator(s) believe that Partnering with an existing Third Party is not appropriate and how the Originator(s) propose to Commercialise the IP (in the form of a business plan),
• the duration of the Set Up Phase,
• whether the Originator(s) request assignment of or a licence to the University IP,
• whether the Originator(s) expect to be involved with the new company only during the Set Up Phase and then return to being a full time Employee, or, whether Originator(s) expect to be involved with the new company during the Set Up Phase and then cease to be Employees thereafter, and
• whether or not the Originator(s) believe that the University IP should be Protected.

13.5.2 For the avoidance of doubt:

• the University may agree to allow an Originator who is already an Employee to remain an Employee during the Set Up Phase (i.e. this would be an in kind contribution of the University to the newly formed company),
• the University will only agree to Partner with the Originator(s) if the Originator(s) can agree to a) reimburse the University any expenses incurred by the University for Protecting the relevant University IP, and b) pay to the University the Buy-Out Fee or a Royalty (which is normally a minimum annual Royalty).

13.5.3 Upon receipt of an IP Disclosure Form which includes a request to Self-Commercialise, Knowledge Exchange will review the information contained within the IP Disclosure Form.

13.5.4 If Knowledge Exchange requires further information to decide whether the University IP disclosed in the IP Disclosure Form can be Commercialised via the requested route, it will ask the Originator(s) to provide the missing information and take such steps it believes necessary to find out any information it requires to make a decision.

13.5.5 Once Knowledge Exchange has all the information it will present the case to the Commercialisation Committee in the presence of the Originator(s) so the Commercialisation Committee can decide whether the University is prepared to a) allow the Originator(s) to set up a new company, b) grant a licence to (or assign) the University IP to the new company, and c) if appropriate, invest in the Protection of the University IP.

13.5.6 If the Commercialisation Committee decides to Commercialise all or any of the University IP disclosed in the IP Disclosure Form via the requested route, Knowledge Exchange will work with the Originator(s) to define the parameters of the Self-Commercialisation.

13.5.7 Where the Originator(s) are willing to enter into a term sheet for new company formation (which will eventually lead to a shareholders agreement), Knowledge Exchange will ask Research Contracts to prepare a draft term sheet for new company formation to share with the Originator(s).

13.5.8 As a rule Knowledge Exchange will spend up to three months with the efforts set out in sections 13.5.6 and 13.5.7.

13.5.9 Where Knowledge Exchange, the Commercialisation Committee, or feedback from the Originator(s) indicates that Self-Commercialisation is not viable or that terms cannot be agreed between the University and the Originator(s), Knowledge Exchange may revise the IP Disclosure Form to state that the University IP will be Commercialised by Partnering with an existing Third Party under a Push Arrangement or via the formation of a Spin-Out Company and then follow the process as set out in section 13.4 or section 13.6.

13.6 Partnering with the Originator(s) to form a Spin-Out Company
13.6.1 If all Originator(s) of some University IP decide that the best way to Commercialise the IP is via the formation of a Spin-Out Company, the Originator(s) shall complete an IP Disclosure Form and indicate in the form:

- a description of the University IP,
- a request that the University together with the Originator(s) form a Spin-Out Company,
- why the Originator(s) believes that Partnering via an existing Third Party under a Push Arrangement is not appropriate, why the Originator(s) cannot Self-Commercialise, and how the Originator(s) propose to Commercialise the IP (in the form of a business plan),
- an indication whether the Originator(s) intend to be director(s) of the Spin-Out Company during the Set Up Phase,
- the name of at least one individual who has skills which complement the Originator(s) skill (usually by having business experience) who is prepared to be a (further) director of the Spin-Out Company,
- the name of at least one Third Party who is prepared to co-invest in the Spin-Out Company,
- the duration of the Set Up Phase,
- an indication whether the Originator(s) request assignment of or a licence to the University IP to the Spin-Out Company,
- an indication whether the Originator(s) expect to be involved with the new company only during the Set Up Phase and then return to being a full time Employee, or, whether the Originator(s) expect to be involved with the new company during the Set Up Phase and then cease to be Employees thereafter, and
- whether or not the Originator(s) believe that the University IP should be Protected.

13.6.2 Upon receipt of an IP Disclosure Form which includes a request to form a Spin-Out Company, Knowledge Exchange will review the information contained within the IP Disclosure Form.

13.6.3 If Knowledge Exchange requires further information to decide whether the University IP disclosed in the IP Disclosure Form can be Commercialised via a Spin-Out Company, it will ask the Originator(s) to provide the missing information and take such steps it believes necessary to find out any information it requires to make a decision.

13.6.4 Once Knowledge Exchange has all the information it will present the case to the Commercialisation Committee in the presence of the Originator(s) so the Commercialisation Committee can decide whether the University is prepared to invest in the formation of a Spin-Out Company (and, if appropriate, the Protection) of the University IP.

13.6.5 If the Commercialisation Committee decides to Commercialise all or any of the University IP disclosed in the IP Disclosure Form via the formation of a Spin-Out Company, Knowledge Exchange will contact the potential further director(s) and co-investor(s).

13.6.6 Knowledge Exchange will keep the Originator(s) informed of the progress in identifying potential further directors and co-investors and any feedback provided by potential further directors and co-investors.

13.6.7 Where the Originator(s), potential further directors, and co-investors are willing to enter into a term sheet for new company formation (which will eventually lead to a shareholders
agreement), Knowledge Exchange will ask Research Contracts to prepare a draft term sheet for new company formation to share this with the Originator(s), potential further directors, and co-investors.

13.6.8 As a rule Knowledge Exchange will spend up to three months identifying potential further directors and co-investors and up to three months trying to interest a potential further director or co-investor in becoming involved with the University IP. If Knowledge Exchange does not receive any feedback from a potential further director or co-investor that this is an indication that the University IP is not of sufficient commercial interest.

13.6.9 Where Knowledge Exchange, the Commercialisation Committee, or feedback from the Originator(s), or potential further directors or co-investors indicates that Commercialisation via a Spin-Out Company is not viable or that terms cannot be agreed between the University, the Originator(s), and the potential further directors or co-investors, Knowledge Exchange may revise the IP Disclosure Form to state that the University IP will be Commercialised by Partnering with a Third Party under a Push Arrangement and then follow the process as set out in section 13.4.

13.7 Originator Assistance and Obligations

13.7.1 Irrespective of which route to Commercialise certain University IP the University agrees to, each Originator of the relevant University IP shall provide reasonable assistance in the Commercialisation of the University IP by providing additional information on request, attending meetings with a potential Licensee, a potential further director, or a potential investor and advising on further development(s) which relate to the University IP.

13.8 Possible Assignment University IP to the Funder, a Tech Transfer Organisation, or the Originator(s)

13.8.1 If the Commercialisation Committee decides not to invest in the Commercialisation of the University IP or if the efforts of Knowledge Exchange show that there is insufficient interest in the University IP, then Knowledge Exchange should offer the University IP to the Funder(s) irrespective of whether or not the Funder terms require the University to do so.

13.8.2 In parallel to section 13.8.1, Knowledge Exchange should consider whether there is a Tech Transfer Organisation which may be interested in the University IP and contact any relevant Tech Transfer Organisation.

13.8.3 If neither the Funder(s) nor a Tech Transfer Organisation wish to take assignment of the University IP then each of the Originator(s) may request that the University assigns such University IP to them.

13.8.4 The University may, following such request, after consideration and at its sole discretion, assign all its right, title and interest in such University IP to the Originator(s) provided that the Funder terms and/or the terms of any agreement that supported or related to the creation of such IP allows the University to do so.

13.8.5 For the avoidance of doubt, the University will generally only assign the University IP to the Originator(s) if the Originator(s) can agree to:

- reimburse the University any expenses incurred by the University for Protecting the relevant University IP,
• pay to the University the Buy-Out Fee or a Royalty (which normally is a minimum annual Royalty).

13.9 **Use of University’s name**

13.9.1 Each Originator agrees that if he or she is allowed to Self-Commercialise any University IP as set out in section 13.5 or if the University assigns any University IP to him or her under section 13.8, he or she will not, and will procure that anyone to whom they license or assign such IP does not, use the University’s name in any way, without the University’s written consent.

13.10 **Social Responsibility**

13.10.1 The University must ensure that any Partnering arrangement:

- is in line with the Funder(s)’ requirements (if applicable),
- is in line with the University’s charitable obligations,
- does not violate European State Aid regulations (if applicable),
- will not adversely affect its reputation, and
- is in line with Schedule H (Humanitarian IP Commercialisation Policy) (if applicable).

13.11 **Timetable for Commercialisation**

13.11.1 The timescale for Commercialisation of University IP will depend upon market conditions and the state of development of the University IP. The discussions between Knowledge Exchange, the Originator(s), and the School(s) should set a reasonable initial timetable with regular review points. However, everyone must recognise that circumstances may change as the process develops.

13.11.2 If the Originator(s) believe that Knowledge Exchange is not acting in a timely manner, then the Originator(s) may bring this to the attention of the Director of Research and Innovation in the first instance.

13.12 **Monitoring of Partnering arrangements**

13.12.1 As set out in section 13.1.1, the signature of any agreement which sets out a Partnering arrangement is only the start of the Commercialisation process and the University is obliged to periodically review each Partnering arrangement it has entered into.

13.12.2 In order to review an existing Partnering arrangement, Knowledge Exchange will ask the relevant Partner to provide information and evidence to demonstrate that the Partner is making progress with (the preparations leading to) the Commercialisation of the University IP.

13.12.3 If Knowledge Exchange requires further information to decide whether the University IP is being Commercialised to the University’s satisfaction, it will ask the Partner(s) to provide the missing information and take such steps it believes necessary to find out any information it requires to make a decision. Failure of a Partner to provide such information and evidence will be interpreted to mean that the Partner has not made sufficient progress.

13.12.4 Once Knowledge Exchange has all the information it will present the information to the Commercialisation Committee in the presence of the Originator(s) so the Commercialisation Committee can decide whether the University is satisfied with the Commercialisation and
therefore prepared to continue with the existing Partnering arrangement or whether the University has any concerns about the Commercialisation and therefore would like to amend or terminate the existing Partnering arrangement.

13.12.5 If the Commercialisation Committee decides to terminate an existing Partnering arrangement, it may explore any alternative route to Commercialisation or may follow the processes as set out in section 13.8.

14. PROTECTION OF UNIVERSITY IP

14.1 In many cases University IP will automatically be protected by an unregistered form of IP such as copyright. The advantage of such protection is that it is free, and the disadvantage is that the University would need to prove that a Third Party has copied (part of) the University IP in order to establish IP infringement.

14.2 In some case it may be possible to protect University IP by a registered form of IP such as a patent application. The advantage of such protection is that there is no need to prove that a Third Party has copied (part of) the University IP in order to establish IP infringement, and the disadvantage is that such protection is expensive both in terms of costs and further research support.

14.3 Therefore the University will only Protect University IP if it has entered into a Partnering arrangement or has reason to believe that it will enter into a Partnering arrangement which covers the relevant University IP. For the avoidance of doubt, the University does not have any obligation to Protect the University IP in any particular country or territory.

14.4 The University will not Protect any IP which is not University IP. As set out at section 11.2.4, any Originator may offer to assign the IP which he or she owns to the University and needs to assign his or her IP to the University should he or she wish for the University to Protect such IP.

14.5 If the Commercialisation Committee agrees to invest in the Protection of any particular University IP, then Knowledge Exchange shall proceed in a timely manner to take appropriate steps to Protect the relevant University IP.

14.6 As IP Protection is expensive, the University is obliged to periodically monitor any IP Protection it has applied for to ensure that the cost of the IP Protection is in line with Funder(s)’ requirements (if applicable), the University’s charitable obligations, and the University’s social responsibility (see section 13.9). For the avoidance of doubt, the University does not have any obligation to prosecute any application for registered IP protection nor to maintain any registered IP protection which has been granted.

14.7 In particular, the University will generally only agree to pay to file a first, national patent application and a corresponding international patent application but will then cease to pay the national phase entry costs (or the costs of patent prosecution, patent maintenance, and patent defence) unless a Partner has agreed to pay for these costs and is paying such costs.

14.8 If the University decides not to maintain registered IP protection, the University will follow the processes set out in section 13.8.

14.8 As set out in section 11.6, it is not permissible for an Employee, a Postgraduate Student, an Academic Visitor, an Undergraduate Student, or a University of London Student to Protect any
University IP (whether in the name of the University or otherwise) or allow a third party to Protect any University IP (whether in the name of the University or otherwise). If an Employee, a Postgraduate Student, an Academic Visitor, an Undergraduate Student, or a University of London Student wishes to Protect (or allow a third party to Protect) any University IP, he or she must seek formal approval by following the process set out in section 16 (Exception Procedure).

15. SHARE OF NET INCOME

15.1 As set out in section 11.7.4, in order to incentivise Originator(s) to disclose potentially Commercialisable IP to the University, the University agrees to share the Net Income of Commercialisation with the Originator(s) as set out in Schedule G (Detailed provisions about the sharing of Net Revenue).

15.2 As set out in section 13.3 (Partnering with an existing Third Party under a Pull Arrangement), section 13.4 (Partnering with the Originator(s) to Self-Commercialise), section 13.5 (Partnering with the Originator(s) to form a Spin-Out Company), and section 13.7 (Possible Assignment University IP to the Funder, a Tech Transfer Organisation, or the Originator(s)), irrespective of which Partnering arrangement the University has entered into with respect of any particular University IP, the Licence will usually set out that the Third Party will pay a Royalty to the University.

15.3 Net Income means the Royalty which the University receives from a Partner with respect to certain University IP less the following incurred direct costs namely:

- Value Added Tax, when applicable,
- any direct costs associated with the Protection of the University IP;
- any other expenses directly related to the Commercialisation of the University IP; and
- any payment due under a revenue sharing agreement to a Third Party in relation to the University IP.

15.4 For the avoidance of doubt, Schedule G (Detailed provisions about the sharing of Net Revenue) sets out that:

- the University will share the revenue it receives with the Originator(s) unless the Originator(s) are already benefitting from the Commercialisation,
- the University will pass any funds due to any Originator to the Originator even if he or she has ceased to be an Employee, a Postgraduate Student or an Academic Visitor for any reason, and
- the University will pass any funds due to any Originator to his or her estate in the event that the Originator is deceased.

15.5 The University may decide not to implement the processes in Schedule G (Detailed provisions about the sharing of Net Revenue) if:

- such Net Income is so substantial that it would be inappropriate as a charitable organisation for them not to be reinvested in the University’s charitable objects; or
- the University has provided additional service and/or investment; or
• the Commercialisation results from the Self-Commercialisation of any University IP as set out in section 13.4 or the Commercialisation of University IP which the University has assigned to the Originator(s) under section 13.7.

16. EXCEPTIONS PROCEDURE

16.1 Should any Employee, Postgraduate Student, or Academic Visitor feel that this Framework (including any Schedule) should not apply to the IP that he or she has created and would like to propose a different course of action, he or she should raise this with the Director of Research and Innovation.

16.2 If the Director of Research and Innovation believes that the request of the Employee, Postgraduate Student, or Academic Visitor is reasonable, he or she should refer the matter to the Commercialisation Committee.

16.3 The Commercialisation Committee will consider the request of the Employee, Postgraduate Student, or Academic Visitor, and has the authority to:

• agree to the request,
• suggest another a variation to the request, or
• reject the request.

16.4 Any variation which the Commercialisation Committee agrees to needs to be time-limited and does not create a precedent.

17. DISPUTE PROCEDURE

17.1 Initial Referral

If there is any dispute in relation to a matter arising out of this Framework or in relation to the interpretation of this Framework (other than a dispute relating to the timetable set out in section 11.9 or as set out in section 9.1), then it will be referred in the first instance to the Director of Research and Innovation.

17.2 Subsequent Referral

If such individuals are unable to reach a unanimous decision, or if the dispute relates to the timetable set out in section 11.9, then the matter will be referred to the Vice-President for Research and Innovation.

17.3 Appeal

If a party to the dispute disagrees with the decision made pursuant to section 17.2 above, that party shall have a right of appeal to the President and Vice-Chancellor (or such individual as the President and Vice-Chancellor shall nominate). The President and Vice-Chancellor’s (or nominee’s) decision on the matter shall be final.

17.4 Undergraduate Student and University of London Student Dispute

Where a party to such a dispute is an Undergraduate Student or a University of London Student, the Undergraduate Student or the University of London Student may be accompanied during any appeal
by a fellow student, a student representative from the University or its Students’ Union or a member of staff of the University of his or her own choice, all of whom may act as an observer.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Academic Supervisor</strong></td>
<td>means a Postgraduate Student’s academic advisor or supervisor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Academic Visitor</strong></td>
<td>means an individual who visits the University for more than five days in a calendar year or has an honorary appointment with the University, but who is not an Employee, a Postgraduate Student, an Undergraduate Student, or a University of London Student.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Academic Visitor IP</strong></td>
<td>means IP which belongs to an Academic Visitor; this may include IP created by the Academic Visitor whilst he or she outside of his or her visit to the University and may include Artistic Materials and Scholarly Materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artistic Materials</strong></td>
<td>means any materials of an artistic nature created by an Employee in the course of his or her employment, created by a Postgraduate Student in the course of his or her studies, or created by an Academic Visitor in the course of his or her visit, such as:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• artistic works (including artistic photographs, collages, drawings, engravings, etchings, lithographs, and paintings);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• dance or drama choreographies (including mime);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• dramatic works (including novels, plays, poems, and popular fiction and non-fiction);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• graphic works (including concept art and logo designs);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• films and sound recordings (including video material);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• musical works (including lyrics and music scores); and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• works of artistic craftsmanship or fine art; but excluding any such materials or part of them which form part of Teaching Materials or University Materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Authoriser</strong></td>
<td>means the line manager of an Employee;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Buy-Out Fee</strong></td>
<td>means a one-off payment from a Third Party who wishes to Commercialise University IP to the University to cover the difference between the payment made by the Third Party to the University and the amount the University would have charged the Third Party if the Third Party had commissioned the University to develop the University IP for it;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Commercialisation</strong></td>
<td>means the sale of a product, provision of a service or similar which involves or is based on certain University IP whether in return for cash or payment in kind, but does not include the delivery of courses by the University whether on its own or in collaboration with a Third Party. The terms “Commercialise”, “Commercialisable” and “Commercialised” shall be construed accordingly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Commercialisation Committee</strong></td>
<td>means the committee which was set up by the University’s council to oversee the Commercialisation activities at the University.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Community Interest Company</strong></td>
<td>or CIC means a type of company known as such and introduced under the Companies (Audit, Investigations and Community Enterprise) Act 2004, designed for social enterprises that want to use its profits and assets for the public good.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contributor</strong></td>
<td>means any Employee, Student, or Academic Visitor who is not a relevant Originator but</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• is employed specifically to develop particular University IP further, e.g. to reduce such University IP to practice or to work on a proof of principle project in respect of such IP or to generate supporting data in respect of such IP, or</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- works on a project as part of their studies or due to their relationship with a relevant Originator, e.g. collaborative working as part of a School’s activities.

**Dispute Procedure** means the procedure set out in section 15.

**Employee** means an employee of the University.

**Employee IP** means IP which belongs to an Employee; this may include IP created by the Employee outside of the course of his or her employment and may include Artistic Materials and Scholarly Materials.

**Framework** means this Framework for the implementation of the IP policy.

**Funder** means any Third Party who has funded or who will fund a research project (including any student led research project) at the University.

**Host** means the Academic who is hosting the Academic Visitor.

**Incidental Use of University Resources** generally, IP will not be considered to have been created with more than incidental use of University Resources if:
- only a small amount of University funds has been used;
- only a small amount of time has been spent using University Resources or only insignificant University Resources have been used, such as use of office space, library and other general use of information sources, personal computers and personal office equipment or, in the case of an Undergraduate Student or a University of London Student, who is an Employee, the use has been in the course of his or her University course work; and
- the IP has been created during the personal, unpaid time of the Originator.

The issue of whether significant use has been made of University Resources will be reviewed by the Originator’s Authoriser, Academic Supervisor, or Host, as the case may be, who will make a recommendation to Research and Innovation. If an Originator is in any doubt as to what constitutes “incidental use” or a “small amount of” University funds or University Resources then the Originator should discuss this with his or her Authoriser, Academic Supervisor, or Host.

**Innovation and Enterprise Working Group** means the working group set up by the Research and Knowledge Exchange Committee which decides on the principles of how the University will collaborate with Third Parties and Commercialise University IP.

**IP Policy** means the 2020 Intellectual Property and Commercialisation Policy.

**Intellectual Property or IP** means algorithms, biological materials, chemical materials, data, databases (including the database rights), devices, genetically modified organisms, human specimen, images, method descriptions (including rights in trade secrets), patentable technologies (including but not limited to patent applications, granted patents, and any extensions or renewals thereof), patient questionnaires, plant varieties (including plant breeder rights), software, teaching materials (such as lecture notes, course handouts, audio or visual recordings or lectures) and other copyright protected works, prototypes (including prototype devices), technical data, technical designs (such as engineering drawings), topographies (such as circuit diagrams, integrated circuit chips and including the topography rights), trade marks (including any rights to prevent passing off), and/or, and in each and every case all rights or forms of protection having equivalent or similar effect anywhere in the world.

**Intellectual Property Disclosure Form** means the form to be used when disclosing IP to Research and Innovation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Term</strong></th>
<th><strong>Definition</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Licence</td>
<td>means a licence granted by the University to a Third Party to allow the Third Party to Commercialise some University IP (whether on its own or with other IP) in return for a revenue share. The term Licence also covers an option to a licence and an assignment to a Third Party where the purpose of the option or assignment is equivalent to the purpose of a Licence.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Net Income            | means the net income which the University receives from the a Partner with respect to certain University IP and is defined as the total income less the following incurred direct costs namely:  
  (a) Value Added Tax, when applicable,  
  (b) any direct costs associated with the Protection of the University IP;  
  (c) any other expenses directly related to the Commercialisation of the University IP; and  
  (d) any payment due under a revenue sharing agreement to a Third Party in relation to the University IP. |
| Originator            | means the (i) inventor of an invention, (ii) creator of a copyright work, or design which qualifies for registered or unregistered design right (including topography right), (iii) person who takes the initiative in obtaining, verifying or presenting the contents of a database, (iv) breeder, or discoverer and developer, of a plant variety or (v) developer of know-how which is of standalone importance separately from other IP (ignoring copyright in works which describe such know-how); who is an Employee, a Postgraduate Student, an Academic Visitor, an Undergraduate Student, or a University of London Student at the time of such (i) invention, (ii) creation, (iii) obtaining, verifying or presenting, (iv) breeding or developing or (v) know-how developing. |
| Partner               | means to enter into a legal agreement with an individual or a Third Party to allow that individual or Third Party to Commercialise certain University IP and the term “Partnering” shall be construed accordingly; for the avoidance of doubt, the term “Partner” in the context of this Framework is different to the legal concept of a partnership. |
| Postgraduate Student  | means any person:  
  • registered as a postgraduate student of the University; or  
  • following any University course as if such a student; or  
  • applying for a PhD by published work  
  For the avoidance of doubt, most distance postgraduate students are University of London Students and are therefore not Postgraduate Students. |
| Postgraduate Student IP| means IP which belongs to a Postgraduate Student; this may include IP created by the Postgraduate Student outside of the course of his or her postgraduate studies and may include Artistic Materials and Scholarly Materials. |
| Protect               | means to apply for registered IP protection, usually patent protection, for certain University IP and “Protecting” and “Protection” shall be construed accordingly. |
| Pull Arrangement      | means any Commercialisation where the Third Party was involved in the creation of the University IP; for the avoidance of doubt a Pull Arrangement usually exists where:  
  • a research project is funded under an Innovate UK grant which involves at least one Third Party who is a company who could Commercialise the University IP created under the research project, or  
  • a research project is funded under a grant which involves at least one Third Party who is a company who provides input as a project partner and who could Commercialise the University IP created under the research project, and... |
• there is (in either case) an agreement in place such a Third Party that sets out that the University is prepared to grant a licence to the Third Party and often who would be responsible for Protecting the University IP.

Generally it is easier to Commercialise the University IP developed under a Pull Arrangement (compared to under a Push Arrangement) as the Third Party:

• understands the value of the University IP (as the Third Party was involved in the creation of the University IP), and
• has already expressed an interest in a licence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Push Arrangement means any Commercialisation where no Third Party who is a company who could Commercialise the University IP was involved in the creation of the University IP; for the avoidance of doubt a Pull Arrangement usually exists where:</th>
<th>Push Arrangement means any Commercialisation where no Third Party who is a company who could Commercialise the University IP was involved in the creation of the University IP; for the avoidance of doubt a Pull Arrangement usually exists where:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• a research project is funded under a grant which does not involve at least one Third Party who is a company who provides input as a project partner and who could Commercialise the University IP created under the research project, or</td>
<td>• a research project is funded under a grant which does not involve at least one Third Party who is a company who provides input as a project partner and who could Commercialise the University IP created under the research project, or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• a research project is funded under a grant which involves at least one Third Party who is a company who provides input as a project partner and who could Commercialise the University IP created under the research project but there is no agreement in place with such a Third Party that sets out that the University is prepared to grant a licence to the Third Party.</td>
<td>• a research project is funded under a grant which involves at least one Third Party who is a company who provides input as a project partner and who could Commercialise the University IP created under the research project but there is no agreement in place with such a Third Party that sets out that the University is prepared to grant a licence to the Third Party.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generally it is more difficult to Commercialise the University IP developed under a Push Arrangement (compared to under a Pull Arrangement).</td>
<td>Generally it is more difficult to Commercialise the University IP developed under a Push Arrangement (compared to under a Pull Arrangement).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Contracts means the Research Contracts team which is part of Research and Innovation.</th>
<th>Research Contracts means the Research Contracts team which is part of Research and Innovation.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research Results means the results arising from research including details of any IP, interim results, data, source code and Tangible Research Materials.</td>
<td>Research Results means the results arising from research including details of any IP, interim results, data, source code and Tangible Research Materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royalty means the money which the University receives from a Third Party in the context of a Partnering arrangement. This can be a one-off payment but is usually a regular (e.g. annual) payment based on a percentage of the Third Party’s gross sales of products or services using the University IP.</td>
<td>Royalty means the money which the University receives from a Third Party in the context of a Partnering arrangement. This can be a one-off payment but is usually a regular (e.g. annual) payment based on a percentage of the Third Party’s gross sales of products or services using the University IP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarly Materials means any materials of a scholarly nature created by an Employee in the course of his or her employment, created by a Postgraduate Student in the course of his or her postgraduate studies, or created by an Academic Visitor in the course of his or her visit, such as:</td>
<td>Scholarly Materials means any materials of a scholarly nature created by an Employee in the course of his or her employment, created by a Postgraduate Student in the course of his or her postgraduate studies, or created by an Academic Visitor in the course of his or her visit, such as:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• academic books, journal articles, lectures or textbooks (including reviews but excluding Artistic Materials);</td>
<td>• academic books, journal articles, lectures or textbooks (including reviews but excluding Artistic Materials);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• conference papers and related presentations;</td>
<td>• conference papers and related presentations;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• dissertation and theses; and</td>
<td>• dissertation and theses; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• notes created only for the Employee’s, Postgraduate Student’s, or Academic Visitor’s own personal use;</td>
<td>• notes created only for the Employee’s, Postgraduate Student’s, or Academic Visitor’s own personal use;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>but excluding any such materials or part of them which form part of Teaching Materials or University Materials.</td>
<td>but excluding any such materials or part of them which form part of Teaching Materials or University Materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School means each of the University’s School of Business and Management, School of Engineering, Physical and Mathematical Sciences, School of Humanities, School of Law and Social Sciences, School of Life Sciences and the Environment, and/or the School of Performing and Digital Arts.</td>
<td>School means each of the University’s School of Business and Management, School of Engineering, Physical and Mathematical Sciences, School of Humanities, School of Law and Social Sciences, School of Life Sciences and the Environment, and/or the School of Performing and Digital Arts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Commercialisation means the formal arrangement between the University and an Employee to allow an Employee to Commercialise some University IP (whether on its own</td>
<td>Self-Commercialisation means the formal arrangement between the University and an Employee to allow an Employee to Commercialise some University IP (whether on its own</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
or with other IP) in return for a revenue share. The terms “Self-Commercialise” and “Self-Commercialised” shall be construed accordingly.

| Set Up Phase | the initial period (usually up to two years) that a new company requires to fully set up the company and start to Commercialise IP; |
| Spin-Out Company | means a company established or (if it is to all intents and purposes dormant) made active by the University for the purpose of Commercialising University IP (whether on its own or with other IP). These companies are sometimes called start-up companies and the intention is that a Spin-Out Company becomes independent from the University within a defined period of time so that the Partnering arrangement ends up being the same as the University would agree if it had granted a Licence to an existing Third Party. |
| Tangible Research Materials | are a subset of IP and include only such IP which are physical items such as biological materials, chemical materials, devices, genetically modified organisms, human specimen, images, plant varieties, prototypes (including prototype devices), and associated research data. |
| Teaching Materials | are a subset of University IP and mean any materials created by an Employee in the course of his or her employment, or created by a Postgraduate Student in the course of his or her postgraduate studies, or created by an Academic Visitor, an Undergraduate Student, or a University of London Student if a circumstance set out in section 4.3.2 or section 5.3.2 apply, that are primarily intended (whether by the University or by some Third Party) to be used or accessed by students at any level, for the purposes of any course of study which those students are following, including:  
  • course guides, course handouts, online materials (including annotated scores and manuscripts);  
  • presentation materials (including lecture notes, slides, animations, graphics, interactive software, audio or visual recordings or lectures and other audio-visual materials);  
  • virtual learning environments;  
  • instruction manuals;  
  • artefacts (including models and apparatus for practical demonstration and experimental work); and  
  • assessment and examination questions.  
For the avoidance of doubt:  
  • Teaching Materials can be in any format including electronic format and hard copy format, and  
  • Teaching Materials include short courses and teaching resources which any member of the public can access whether via an online platform (e.g. FutureLearn) or otherwise and any other public engagement materials which are intended educate an individual or a group of individuals. |
| Tech Transfer Organisation | means a Third Party who specialises in the taking on early stage technology from a university, further developing the technology, and then partnering with a further Third Party to allow the second Third Party to Commercialise the technology. Most Tech Transfer Organisations specialise in particular technologies. For example, the Life Arc is a Tech Transfer Organisation which specialises in biomedical research. |
| Third Party | means an individual or a corporate body which the University does not control, directly or indirectly, whether by means of holding shares, possessing voting power or exercising contractual powers in or over that corporate body |
or any other person or entity to ensure that such corporate body’s affairs are conducted in accordance with the wishes of the University. For the avoidance of doubt, a Third Party could be a commercial company, a government body, a research institution, a Spin-Out Company, a company formed by an Originator of Commercialisable IP, an Undergraduate Student, a University of London Student or other entity or individual who is not an Employee, Postgraduate Student, or an Academic Visitor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate Student</td>
<td>means any person: • registered as an undergraduate student of the University; or • following any University course as if such a student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate Student IP</td>
<td>means IP which belongs to an Undergraduate Student and is likely to be all IP created by the Undergraduate Student unless Section 4 applies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>means Royal Holloway and New Bedford College.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University IP</td>
<td>means any IP which belongs to or should belong to the University according to the IP Policy. For the avoidance of doubt, all Teaching Materials and University Materials are University IP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Materials</td>
<td>are a subset of University IP and mean any item in any medium which is produced for administrative purposes (including promotion and marketing of University courses, curricula, student and staff recruitment, papers prepared for any internal committee or similar body, material included in any University handbook for Employees, Postgraduate Students, Academic Visitors, Undergraduate Students, or University of London Students) or any other University purpose and any item created by an Employee whose job description specifically includes the creation of printed or electronic materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Project</td>
<td>means a project, whether this is a research project or otherwise, where: a) the University is receiving or will receive a financial contribution by a Funder which requires the University or own the results, or b) the University has invested or will invest its own financial contribution in the project and therefore itself requires that the University owns the results of the project. For the avoidance of doubt: • an Academic Visitor who comes to the University to use the University’s facilities to carry out his/her own project will usually not need to assign his or her IP to the University; and • a third year Undergraduate Student project or a University of London Student project will usually not be part of a University Project but if it is the Academic Supervisor must inform the Undergraduate Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of London Student</td>
<td>means any person: • registered as a postgraduate student at the University or London (rather than at the University); or • following any University of London course as if such a student. For the avoidance of doubt, a) most distance postgraduate students are University of London Students and are therefore not Postgraduate Students, and b) a University of London Student is likely to be funded by his/her employer in the sense that i) the University of London Student continues to receive his/her salary for the duration of the course, and ii) the employer is paying the tuition fees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of London Student IP</td>
<td>means IP which belongs to a University of London Student; this may include IP created by the University of London Student outside of the course of his or her postgraduate studies and may include Artistic Materials and Scholarly Materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of London Student IP</td>
<td>means IP which belongs to a University of London Student; this may include IP created by the University of London Student outside of the course of his or her postgraduate studies and may include Artistic Materials and Scholarly Materials.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
or the University of London Student about this fact and the implication that the Undergraduate Student or the University of London Student, as the case may be, must assign his or her IP to the University.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University Resources</th>
<th>means any use of:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• funds, facilities or resources (including equipment and consumables, use/supply of heat, light or power) of the University; and/or</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• University staff time outside an individual’s personal, unpaid time; and/or</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• the University’s name in the promotion of the work, which, in the case of those items mentioned in the first two bullet points above, have not already been fully reimbursed to the University by, for example, full economic cost recovery on relevant grants and agreements or have not been separately paid for if used independently or in any other way.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Any phrase in this Framework introduced by the term “include”, “including”, “in particular” or any similar expression or any list of items will be construed as illustrating, and will not limit, the sense of the words preceding that term or other items which might be included in the list.
1. **Difference between authorship and ownership of a copyright protected work**

There are two different concepts that apply to copyright protected works, namely:

- authorship (i.e. who created the work), and
- ownership (i.e. who owns the work).

Below are three examples which highlight the difference between authorship and ownership and show the proper copyright acknowledgements. It is important to correctly acknowledge copyright ownership (i.e. so that a Third Party wishing to use the copyright protected work can ask the copyright holder for a licence) but optional to acknowledge authorship.

**Example 1:**

Professor Joe Bloggs who is an Employee and Professor Freda Davies who is also an Employee co-created course notes in 2015. Therefore, Professor Joe Bloggs and Professor Freda Davies are both authors and, as set out in section 2.1 of the IP Framework, copyright in the course notes belong to the University. Consequently Professor Joe Bloggs should add a copyright acknowledgement as follows:

- © Royal Holloway and Bedford New College 2015, or
- © Royal Holloway and Bedford New College 2015, authors: Professor Joe Bloggs and Professor Freda Davies.

**Example 2:**

Professor Joan Bloggs who is an Employee and Professor Fred Davies who is an employee of the University of Bath co-created an engineering drawing in 2010. Therefore, Professor Joan Bloggs and Professor Fred Davies are both authors and, as set out in section 2.1 of the IP Framework, copyright in the engineering drawing jointly belongs to the University and the University of Bath. Consequently Professor Joan Bloggs should add a copyright acknowledgement as follows:

- © Royal Holloway and Bedford New College and The University of Bath 2010, or
- © Royal Holloway and Bedford New College and The University of Bath 2010, authors: Professor Joan Bloggs and Professor Fred Davies.

**Example 3:**

Professor Joe Bloggs who is an Employee and Freda Davies who is a Postgraduate Student co-created a patient questionnaire in 2018. Therefore, Professor Joe Bloggs and Freda Davies are both authors and, as set out in section 2.1 and section 3.1 of the IP Framework, copyright in the patient questionnaire belongs to the University. Consequently Professor Joe Bloggs should add a copyright acknowledgement as follows:

- © Royal Holloway and Bedford New College 2018, or
- © Royal Holloway and Bedford New College 2018, authors: Professor Joe Bloggs and Professor Freda Davies.
2. **Acknowledgement of Third Party IP**

Further to section 11.3.1, below are two examples which highlight how Third Party IP should be acknowledged.

**Example 1:**

Professor Joan Bloggs who is an Employee wishes to include an image which her collaborator Professor Fred Davies who is an employee of the University of Bath created in 2009 in a presentation which Professor Joan Bloggs created in 2020. Therefore Professor Joan Bloggs and Professor Fred Davies are both authors and, as set out in section 2.1 of the IP Framework, copyright in the presentation belongs to the University and copyright in the image belongs to The University of Bath. Consequently Professor Joan Bloggs should add two copyright acknowledgements as follows:

- to the presentation as a whole:
  - © Royal Holloway and Bedford New College 2020, or
  - © Royal Holloway and Bedford New College 2020, author: Professor Joan Bloggs, and

- under the image on the slide which contains the image:
  - © The University of Bath 2009, or
  - © The University of Bath 2009, author: Professor Fred Davies.

In addition, Professor Joan Bloggs should ask Professor Fred Davies whether the University of Bath consents to the image being included in the presentation, and whether the acknowledgement is accurate and sufficient before sharing the presentation.

**Example 2:**

Joe Bloggs who is a Postgraduate Student wishes to include some data which belongs to a company called Loads of Data, who has allowed the University and certain Postgraduate Students to use the data under a data licence, in his thesis which he wrote in 2019. Therefore Joe Bloggs is an author and, as set out in section 8 of the IP Framework, copyright in the thesis (which is a Scholarly Work) belongs to Joe Bloggs and data belongs Loads of Data. Consequently Joe Bloggs should add two copyright acknowledgements as follows:

- to the thesis as a whole:
  - © Joe Bloggs 2019

- under the table which contains the data:
  - The data in this table belongs to Load of Data who have kindly agreed to allow their data to be included in my thesis.

In addition, Joe Bloggs should ask his Academic Supervisor to check with Loads of Data whether they consent to the data being included in his thesis, and whether the acknowledgement is accurate and sufficient before submitting his thesis.
3. **Acknowledgement of University IP**

Further to section 11.3.2, below are two examples which highlight how University IP should be acknowledged.

**Example 1:**

Professor Joan Bloggs who is an Employee wish to include a patient questionnaire which she created in 2008 in a journal article which she wrote in 2018. Therefore Professor Joan Bloggs is the author and, as set out in section 2.1 of the IP Framework, copyright in the patient questionnaire belongs to the University and, as set out in section 8 copyright in the journal article belongs to Professor Joan Bloggs (unless the publisher requires Professor Joan Bloggs to assign copyright in the journal article to the publisher). Consequently Professor Joan Bloggs should add two copyright acknowledgements as follows:

- to the journal article as a whole:
  - © Professor Joan Bloggs 2018, or
  - © Name of Publisher 2018, and
- under the patient questionnaire:
  - © Royal Holloway and Bedford New College 2008, or
  - © Royal Holloway and Bedford New College 2008, author: Professor Joan Bloggs.

In addition, Professor Joan Bloggs should ask her Authoriser to check if the patient questionnaire can be included in her journal article and whether the acknowledgement is accurate and sufficient before submitting the journal article.

**Example 2:**

Joe Bloggs who is a Postgraduate Student wishes to include some data which he has gathered during his postgraduate studies in his thesis which he wrote in 2020. Therefore Joe Bloggs is the author and, as set out in section 3.1 of the IP Framework, the data belongs to the University, and, as set out in section 8 of the IP Framework, copyright in the thesis (which is a Scholarly Work) belongs to Joe Bloggs. Consequently Joe Bloggs should add two copyright acknowledgements as follows:

- to the thesis as a whole:
  - © Joe Bloggs 2020
- under the table which contains the data:
  - The data in this table belongs to Royal Holloway and Bedford New College who have kindly agreed to allow their data to be included in my thesis.

In addition, Joe Bloggs should ask his Academic Supervisor to check if the data can be included in his thesis and whether the acknowledgement is accurate and sufficient before submitting his thesis.
SCHEDULE C

Release of a copyright protected work (other than software) under a Creative Commons licence

At part of its charitable remit and in line with most Funder requirements and subject to section 12.2 and section 12.3 of the IP Framework, the University should make its research outputs widely available. With respect to a copyright protected work including but not limited to an image, a method description, an interview (including a recording or a transcript), a questionnaire (including a patient questionnaire), or a technical design, there are four ways the work can be made available to a third party:

a) under a bespoke licence
b) under a Creative Commons licence
c) under a Creative Commons licence and a (later) bespoke licence
d) without any licence

A bespoke licence is appropriate where a Partner wishes to use a research output in return for a Royalty. A bespoke licence is therefore a form of Partnering Arrangement.

A Creative Commons licence is appropriate where the University wishes that other universities or non-for-profit organisation will use the research output. More information about Creative Commons licences can be found at https://creativecommons.org/licenses/ and questions about a Creative Commons licence should in the first instance be discussed with Library Services.

It is also possible to release a copyright protected work both under a Creative Commons licence and a bespoke licence provided a non-commercial Creative Commons licence is used.

The University does not encourage the release of a copyright protected work to a third party with no licence in place as this can create ambiguity.

Below are three examples to show examples of when option a) to c) are appropriate. As explained in Schedule B, it is important to correctly acknowledge copyright ownership (i.e. so that a Third Party wishing to use the copyright protected work can ask the copyright holder for a licence).

Example 1 (release of a copyright protected work under a bespoke licence):

Professor Joan Bloggs who is an Employee has created a technical design which she knows that a company called We Make It would like to use. Therefore, the copyright in the technical design belongs to the University and Professor Joan Bloggs should, as set out in section 11.7, contact Knowledge Exchange to discuss how the technical design can be released to We Make It under a bespoke licence. The bespoke licence gives We Make It to use the copyright in the technical design and will also require We Make It to ensure that the product is safe and to pay a Royalty to the University.

Example 2 (release of a copyright protected work under a Creative Commons licence):

Joe Bloggs who is a Postgraduate Student has created an image which he knows that students at other universities would like to use. Therefore, the copyright in the image belongs to the University and Joe Bloggs decides, after consulting with Library Services and his Academic Supervisor, to release the
Example 3 (release of a copyright protected work under a Creative Commons licence and a bespoke licence):

Professor Joan Bloggs who is an Employee created a patient questionnaire in 2014 which she knows that academics at other universities would like to use. Therefore, the copyright in the patient questionnaire belongs to the University and Professor Joan Bloggs decides, after consulting with Library Services and her Authoriser, to release the patient questionnaire on a University managed website under the Creative Commons CC BY-NC-ND licence setting out that the University (rather than Professor Joan Bloggs) owns the copyright in the patient questionnaire. The relevant section of the University managed website reads as follows:

“This patient questionnaire was created by Professor Joan Bloggs in 2014 under a project which was funded by [insert name of Funder] and was published in [insert name of journal article]. The copyright in the patient questionnaire belongs to Royal Holloway and Bedford New College and it can be used under the Creative Commons CC BY-NC-ND licence. If you wish to modify the patient questionnaire or use the patient questionnaire for commercial purposes please get in touch with Professor Joan Bloggs [and link to Professor Joan Bloggs’ email address] to discuss the terms of a licence.”

In 2020 a company called We Test It gets in touch with Professor Joan Bloggs and indicates that they would like to use the patient questionnaire in a clinical trial. Therefore, Professor Joan Bloggs should, as set out in section 11.7, contact Knowledge Exchange to discuss how the patient questionnaire can be released to We Test It under a bespoke licence. The bespoke licence will allow We Test It to use the patient questionnaire and will also require We Test It to ensure that the clinical trial is carried out safely and to pay a Royalty to the University.

If Professor Joan Bloggs had released the patient questionnaire under the Creative Commons CC BY-ND licence, We Test It could use the patient questionnaire without paying a royalty to the University and it would not be possible to put a bespoke licence in place.

Example 4 (release of a copyright protected work without any licence):

Joe Bloggs who is a University of London Student has created a technical design which he knows that Professor Freda Davies who is an Employee and a company called We Mark It would like to use. Therefore, the copyright in the technical design belongs to Joe Bloggs and Joe Bloggs decides to share his technical design with Professor Freda Davies and separately with We Mark It.

Professor Freda Davies should not use the technical design unless Joe Bloggs follows good practice and releases his technical design under a bespoke licence or preferably a Creative Commons licence because using the technical design without defined licence terms means that Professor Freda Davies
(or the University) may not be able to use any works which Professor Freda Davies creates which is
based on the technical design as Professor Freda Davies (or the University) may wish to do.

It would be advisable for We Mark It to follow the same practice but We Mark It is free to proceed as
they wish and the University cannot control Joe Bloggs or We Mark It’s actions.

The same would apply if Joe Bloggs were an Undergraduate Student.
SCHEDULE D

Release of software under an Open Source licence

XX
As set out in section 13.1.1 of the IP Framework, the University does not Commercialise University IP itself and instead, if the University can see that some University IP is of commercial interest, the University enters into a Partnering arrangement with a Third Party to allow the Third Party to Commercialise the University IP.

Each time that the University wishes to enter into a new Partnering arrangement, all individuals (i.e. academic staff, Research and Innovation staff, and finance staff) involved in setting up a Partnering arrangement will need to consider whether a proposed partnering arrangement is in line with State Aid requirements and in line with the University’s sustainability requirements. In order to understand whether a proposed partnering arrangement is in line with State Aid requirements, only the green section (i.e. the project costs) of the diagrams in this Schedule E need to be considered. In order to understand whether a proposed partnering arrangement is in line with the University’s sustainability requirements, both the green section (i.e. the project costs) and the yellow section (i.e. the investment into the University’s infrastructure and early stage research) of the diagrams in this Schedule E need to be considered.

Diagram 1: an overview of different Partnering arrangements

In this Schedule E a number of possible Partnering arrangements are described. As shown in Diagram 1 the Partnering arrangements have been grouped into Scenarios A to E according to the increasing financial contribution which the Third Party (i.e. sometimes also referred to as the Partner or the potential Licensee) initially will provide to the University.

If the research is successful in the sense that the project results are of commercial interest to the Third Party, the Third Party should then, at a later date, reimburse the University for its outlay (i.e. the co-funding the University provided). This is in practice achieved by putting a Partnering agreement in
place with the Third Party to say that the University will initially own the results and grant a time-
limited option to the results to the Third Party in return for a further payment as is explained in more
detail below.

Diagram 2: how make a Scenario C Partnering arrangement fulfil State Aid requirements

Diagram 2 shows how scenario C1 (a studentship which is co-funded by a Third Party and the
University) can be improved and fulfil State Aid requirements using this approach. The individual
involved in setting up such a Partnering arrangement need to remember to explain to the Third Party
that the co-investment into the research (typically about half the project costs) constitutes the initial
investment of the Partner and that the Partner will need to make a further investment (here reimburse
the other half of the project costs) if the Partner wishes to use the project results for commerci-
al purposes.

The advantage of the arrangement set out in Diagram 2 for the Partner is that it reduces the Partner’s
initial investment into a technology. If the project results are not promising the Partner will not need
to make a second investment because the Partner will not need a licence to use the project results for
commercial purposes. If the projects results are promising the Partner will need to make a second
investment but the commitment for the second investment will be later in time e.g. allowing the
Partner to secure more funding. This arrangement therefore de-risks the technology for the Partner.

In addition, the arrangement set out in Diagram 2 is in line with State Aid regulations because all the
project costs will be recouped by the University in the event that the Partner wishes to commercialise
the project results. However, the arrangement set out in Diagram 2 does not fulfil the University’s
sustainability requirements.
Diagram 3: how to make a Scenario C Partnering arrangement fulfil the University’s sustainability requirements

Diagram 3 shows how scenario C1 (a studentship which is co-funded by a Third Party and the University) can be improved and fulfil both State Aid requirements and the University’s sustainability requirements. Again the individual involved in setting up such a Partnering arrangement will need to remember to explain to the Third Party that the co-investment into the research (typically slightly more than half the project costs) constitutes the initial investment of the Partner and that the Partner will need to make a further investment (i.e. reimburse the remaining project costs and the IP buy-out sum) if the Partner wishes to use the project results for commercial purposes.

The advantage of the arrangement set out in Diagram 3 for the Partner is the same as the arrangement set out in Diagram 2 (i.e. it reduces the Partner’s initial investment into a technology and therefore de-risks the technology for the Partner).

In addition, the arrangement set out in Diagram 3 is in line with State Aid regulations and the University’s sustainability requirements because all the project costs and the IP buy-out sum will be recouped by the University in the event that the Partner wishes to commercialise the project results.

In short, the University and public funders have been tasked to de-risk technology for individuals and companies who wish to invest in technology but also need to demonstrate that in doing so they still comply with State Aid provisions. In addition, the University has been tasked to ensure that its research portfolio is sustainable.

Please note that this section is specific to Partnering arrangements where the Third Party is a commercial company and that Partnering arrangement where the Third Party is another university or a non-profit research organisation follow the same principles as set out in this Schedule but can be more relaxed because European State Aid regulations do not apply.

It is important in any agreement which underpins the Partnering arrangement (e.g. whether this is a data licence, material transfer agreement, project partner agreement, research collaboration agreement, or studentship agreement) to capture who will fund the research project (and, if applicable, who had funded earlier relevant research) to ensure that both the University and the Third
Party (i.e. the potential Licensee) can see why the proposed Partnering arrangement fulfils State Aid regulations and fulfils the University’s sustainability requirements.

If any deviations to the guidance below are agreed as an exception via the Commercialisation Committee the agreement which underpins the Partnering arrangement should define the standard Partnering arrangement and explicitly explain that an exception was made, why the University agreed to the exception and believes this to be equitable, the level of subsidy provided by the University (and/or a public funder) to ensure that the University can demonstrate that it is not in breach of European State Aid rules.

**Scenario A - No financial contribution from the Third Party to the University**

Example A1 - A research project which is mostly funded by UKRI (at 80% fEC), is co-funded by the University at 20% fEC, and a Third Party is prepared to give the University free access to some of its proprietary data or some of its proprietary materials for use in the research project.

Example A2 - A research project which is mostly funded by UKRI (at 80% fEC), is co-funded by the University at 20% fEC, and a Third Party is prepared to be a project partner (as defined by UKRI funding rules) and give the University free advice (and optionally free access to some of its proprietary data or some of its proprietary materials) for use in the research project.

Example A3 – A research project which is mostly funded by UKRI (80% fEC for the University, sliding scale of fEC for the Third Party depending on the size of the company), is co-funded by the University at 20% fEC, and is co-funded by the Third Party by providing to itself whatever Innovate UK will not provide. This frequently occurs under an Innovate UK grant.

Example A4 - A research project which is mostly funded by a self-funded or overseas funded PhD student who covers his/her living costs and the tuition fees, is co-funded by the University by providing
research expenses, supervision, and the overheads associated with lab space, and a Third Party is prepared to give the University free access to some of its proprietary data or some of its proprietary materials for use in the research project.

Example A5 - A research project which is mostly funded by UKRI by providing a stipend and the tuition fees for a PhD student, is co-funded by the University providing research expenses, supervision, and the overheads associated with lab space, and a Third Party is prepared to provide the PhD student with a three month placement. This frequently occurs under a CASE studentship.

In each case listed above it is acceptable for the University to provide a time limited option to a licence to the research outputs to the Third Party (via a data licence, material transfer agreement, project partner agreement, research collaboration agreement, or a studentship agreement, as the case may be). The time limits in the option should be kept short (up to 3 months, and up to 3 months) to reflect the fact that the Third Party is not making a financial contribution to the University. The option should set out that the Third Party will need to submit a business plan to the University at the time the Third Party exercises the option to allow the University to determine whether the licence should be non-exclusive or exclusive, limited to a particular field or broad, and/or limited to a territory or world-wide. In addition, in the case of an Innovate UK project where there is more than one Third Party, the University must explain to each Third Party that it can only provide a non-exclusive licence if more than one Third Party exercises their option. If the Third Party cannot submit a business plan, the University should offer an evaluation licence to the Third Party.

In each case listed above it is not acceptable for the University to allow the Third Party to own any research outputs as set out in scenario C, scenario D, or scenario E.

Scenario B - Modest financial contribution (i.e. 1-49% fEC) from the Third Party to the University

Example B1 - A research project which is mostly funded by a self-funded or overseas funded PhD student who covers his/her living costs and the tuition fees, is co-funded by the University by providing supervision and the overheads associated with lab space, and a Third Party is prepared to provide the University with funds to cover the research expenses (and optionally free access to some of its proprietary data or some of its proprietary materials) for use in the research project.

Example B2 - A research project which is mostly funded by UKRI by providing a stipend and the tuition fees for a PhD student, is co-funded by the University by providing supervision and the overheads associated with lab space, and a Third Party is prepared to provide the University with funds to cover (some of) the research expenses of the research project and to provide the PhD student with a three month placement. This frequently occurs under a CASE studentship.
Example B3 - A research project which is mostly funded by UKRI (at 80% fEC), is co-funded by the University at 10% fEC, and a Third Party is prepared to give 10% fEC to the University (and optionally free access to some of its proprietary data or some of its proprietary materials) for use in the research project. This frequently occurs under a BBSRC IPA.

In each case listed above it is acceptable for the University to provide a time limited option to a licence to the research outputs to the Third Party (via a research collaboration agreement, or a studentship agreement, as the case may be). The time limits in the option can be longer than as set out in scenario A (up to 4 months, and up to 4 months) to reflect the fact that the Third Party is making a modest financial contribution to the University. The option should set out that the Third Party will need to submit a business plan to the University at the time the Third Party exercises the option to allow the University to determine whether the licence should be non-exclusive or exclusive, limited to a particular field or broad, and/or limited to a territory or world-wide. If the Third Party cannot submit a business plan, the University should offer an evaluation licence to the Third Party.

In each case listed above it is not acceptable for the University to allow the Third Party to own any research outputs as set out in scenario C, scenario D, or scenario E.

Scenario C - Significant financial contribution (i.e. 50-99% fEC) from the Third Party to the University

Example C1 - A research project which is part funded by the University providing half the stipend, half the tuition fees, the supervision costs, and the overhead associated with lab space for a PhD student, and a Third Party is prepared to co-fund by providing the University with the other half the stipend, the other half the tuition fees, and funds to cover the research expenses of the research project. This frequently occurs under a co-funded studentship.
Example C2 – A research project which is mostly funded by a Third Party who provides the University with the direct costs of a PhD research project (i.e. the stipend, the tuition fees, and the research expenses), and the University is prepared to co-fund the project by providing the supervision costs, and the overheads associated with lab space for a PhD student. This frequently occurs under a “fully funded” studentship.

In each case listed above it is acceptable for the University to provide a time limited option to a licence to the research outputs to the Third Party (via a studentship agreement). The time limits in the option can be longer than as set out under scenario B (up to 6 months, and up to 6 months) to reflect the fact that the Third Party is making a significant financial contribution to the University. The option should set out that the Third Party will need to submit a business plan to the University at the time the Third Party exercises the option to allow the University to determine whether the licence should be non-exclusive or exclusive, limited to a particular field or broad, and/or limited to a territory or world-wide. If the Third Party cannot submit a business plan, the University should offer an evaluation licence to the Third Party.

In each case listed above it is also acceptable for the University to allow the Third Party to own the research outputs (via a studentship agreement) with an obligation to provide the University with a one-off payment to cover the University’s investment (and, if possible an IP buyout charge) within a fixed period after the end of the project.

In each case listed above it is also acceptable for the University to allow the Third Party to own some of research outputs (via a studentship agreement) provided there is a clear case that the research outputs which the University will own will be valuable in their own right.

In each case listed above it is not acceptable for the University to allow the Third Party to own the research outputs and to provide a revenue share to the University or to own the research outputs outright as set out in scenario D, or scenario E.

**Scenario D** - Substantial financial contribution (i.e. 100-129% fEC) from the Third Party to the University
Example D1 – A research project where the Third Party provides the University with 100% fEC but is not prepared to pay the IP buyout charge.

In the case listed above it is acceptable for the University to provide a time limited option to a licence to the research outputs to the Third Party (via a research collaboration agreement). The time limits in the option can be longer than as set out under scenario C (up to 12 months, and up to 6 months) to reflect the fact that the Third Party is making a substantial financial contribution to the University. The option should set out that the Third Party will need to submit a business plan to the University at the time the Third Party exercises the option to allow the University to determine whether the licence should be non-exclusive or exclusive, limited to a particular field or broad, and/or limited to a territory or world-wide. If the Third Party cannot submit a business plan, the University should offer an evaluation licence to the Third Party.

In the case listed above it is also acceptable for the University to allow the Third Party to own the research outputs (via a research collaboration agreement) with an obligation to:

a) provide the University with a one-off payment for the IP buyout charge within a fixed period after the end of the project, or
b) put in place a revenue share with the University if commercialisation of the research outputs is successful.

In the case listed above it is also acceptable for the University to allow the Third Party to own some of research outputs (via a studentship agreement) provided there is a clear case that the research outputs which the University will own will be valuable in their own right.

In the case listed above it is not acceptable for the University to allow the Third Party to own the research outputs outright as set out in scenario E.
Scenario E - Sustainable financial contribution (i.e. at least 130% fEC) from the Third Party to the University

Example E1 – A research project where the Third Party provides the University with 130% fEC and the IP buyout charge.

In this case it is acceptable for the University to allow the Third Party to own the research outputs outright.
SCHEDULE F

IP WARRANTY, GUARANTEE, PIPELINE, AND REPAYMENTS POLICY

The University has a duty to develop policies and support services which create the best possible environment for intellectual property (IP) to be created and to be transferred into practical use. The University, however, as a charitable organisation has to be careful not to expose itself to and to safeguard its assets from unnecessary risks. Any agreement in which the University is being asked to make a representation or give a warranty, indemnity or guarantee could potentially expose the University to risk. It therefore needs to be reviewed, in the case of IP agreements, by Research Contracts.

This Framework sets out the University’s approach to such obligations and its risks under them.

University Approach

Where the University is Commercialising its IP in any way, it may be asked to enter into some obligations to support its position. This is most likely to arise in the context of IP assignments or licences, but can also sometimes arise in the context of other agreements surrounding spin-out companies, which are acquiring some IP of the University or in R&D agreements, where a Funder is acquiring some rights in IP. The University’s approach is that, where the third party is providing real value to the University, it will back up the IP which it is putting into the deal with some limited warranties.

- **Indemnity** - It is not the University’s policy to give IP indemnities because of the increased liabilities involved.

- **Representation** - The University also does not wish to give representations, because of the complexities that can arise with them. Any pre-contractual representation must be excluded by what is often known as an “entire agreement” clause.

- **Warranty** - The warranties that the University is prepared to give will vary slightly depending upon the nature of the transaction. Essentially, they might comprise a limited warranty that the University is the registered proprietor of or applicant for the IP in question; and has not previously assigned or licensed the IP in such a way as would prevent the current agreement being entered into. The warranty of ownership must be limited to the awareness of the University and that awareness will be based solely upon information supplied by named individuals.

  Additional warranties, such as, the IP is not encumbered in any way, the other party’s use of the IP will not infringe any third party rights, and/or the IP is valid, increase the University’s risk and go beyond the warranties/obligations which the University is prepared to offer and cannot be accepted.

It is also important to be aware of assignments of IP which assign “all rights, title and interest” in the IP. The University will only ever assign “its right, title and interest” in the IP.

Pipelines
Pipelines are created where the University grants to a licensee or spin-out company automatic IP rights to future technology arising from the University. Giving away such IP rights to future technology, such as improvements, is giving away an asset of the University for nothing. As a charitable institution, the University cannot do this.

**Repayments**

The University will not enter into arrangements under which there could be repayment of sums paid to the University, such as an agreement including a repayable deposit. A repayment does not include a claim for damages.

**Limitation of Liability**

Where the University has entered into warranties or given other commitments to the other party to an agreement, it must limit its liability. That liability should be capped by reference to the financial benefit which the University receives at the time of that agreement, such as the immediate cash consideration (excluding any VAT) which the University has received for the assignment of IP. In the case of a licence, it would be linked to royalties received over a specified period.

For spin-out companies, the University will only own a proportion of that company's shares and so its liability must be capped accordingly. It must also be made clear that, if further investment is made into the spin-out company later, then the University will not give further warranties at that stage, nor will its liability increase.

The University also expects to limit the time within which any claims must be brought.
SCHEDULE G
Detailed provisions about the sharing of Net Revenue

The following revenue sharing principles and guidelines will be followed by the University.

1. **Incentive Policy**

**Inventor/School/University Share** - The Net Revenue will be shared as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Net Revenue</th>
<th>Originator(s)</th>
<th>School(s)</th>
<th>University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the table above School(s) means the School(s) from which the University IP originated.

**Sharing of the Originators’ portion of the Net Revenue between Originators** - if there is more than one Originator, the portion of the Net Revenue due to the Originators (as set out in the table above) needs to be further shared between the individual Originators. The proportion each Originator receives will reflect the contribution of each Originator as set out in the relevant IP disclosure form unless the Originators have agreed in writing at a later date via an amendment to the IP Disclosure Form on a different proportion.

**Sharing of the Originators’ portion of the Net Revenue with Contributor** – in some cases the Originator(s) may feel that the portion of the Net Revenue due to the Originators (as set out in the table above) should also be shared with Contributor(s). The Originator may make such a request when a payment is due and should record his or her intention in writing via an amendment to the IP Disclosure Form. If there is more than one Originator then all Originators must be in agreement and record their intention via an amendment to the IP Disclosure Form. For the avoidance of doubt, Contributor(s) do not have a right to any share of the Net Revenue and can only receive a share of the Net Revenue if the Originator(s) request this.

2. **Clarification about Net Revenue**

Net Revenue includes any income the University receives from the Commercialisation of certain University IP, but does not include:

- shares in a Spin-Out Company (or proceeds from them); or
- any funding or payment made to support a Student; or
- income or capital representing payments for, or on account of, research (whether expressly or which have been taken into account in seeking to recover full economic costs); or
- income or capital representing payments (whether lump sum, royalty or otherwise) for a licence of Third Party IP created during the course of a research programme, up to and including the full economic cost of such research to the Universityless the amount of such
full economic cost as has been paid by such Third Party or an affiliate of it to the University for such research.

3. Teaching Materials, University Materials, and Tangible Research Materials

**No sharing of Net Revenue for Teaching Materials** - Even though creating Teaching Materials is one of the University’s core purposes, the University will usually grant an Originator a share of the Net Revenue arising out of the Commercialisation of Teaching Materials as set out above. However, the University cannot grant such a share where:

- specific time has been made available during his or her employment (including a paid sabbatical) to an Originator for his or her contribution to the creation of any Teaching Materials; or
- the Originator is specifically employed by the University to create Teaching Materials (whether as all or part of his or her employment); or
- the authorship of such Teaching Materials results from simultaneous or sequential contributions over time by many Employees and/or Students, such that authorship of the relevant Teaching Materials cannot readily be attributed to an identifiable set of authors; or
- the content of such Teaching Materials is relevant to a part of the University’s strategy, e.g. teaching of a specific University course or a planned potential income source for any part of the University, except in exceptional cases

where the University recognises that such Teaching Materials are very important, breakthrough materials.

**No sharing of Net Revenue for University Materials** - Similarly, as University Materials are produced for a University administrative or other purpose, an Originator will not be entitled to any share of the Net Revenue arising out of the Commercialisation of University Materials.

4. Tax and National Insurance

**Deduction at Source for Employees** - All payments to be made by the University to an Originator (or Contributor) pursuant to this Schedule G (Detailed provisions about the sharing of Net Revenue) will be subject to the deduction of any applicable income tax and employer’s and employee’s national insurance at source.

**Declaration and Payment** - If an Originator is no longer an Employee, then, before the University makes any payment to him or her, the University will require:

- a written confirmation from the Originator that he or she will declare such payment on all relevant tax returns and indemnify the University against any tax, national insurance, interest and penalties payable in respect of such payment or allotment; and
- actual payment of any known or reasonably anticipated tax, national insurance, interest and penalties which may arise in respect of such payment/allotment, and the University is authorised to deduct from any payment due to such former Employee.
Indemnity - If income tax and/or national insurance subsequently becomes payable on revenue sharing payments made to an Originator, then the Originator must indemnify the University against any tax, national insurance, interest and penalties in respect of such payments.

5. Waiver procedure

An Originator (or Contributor if nominated by an Originator) who is an employee of the University may waive all or part of any payment due to him or her in accordance with the University’s Waiver Policy. This waiver can be exercised when a payment is due to be made.

If an Originator (or Contributor if nominated by an Originator) who had requested a waiver leaves the employment of the University then the waiver will be deemed to be revoked for any Net Revenue received after the termination of employment and no new waiver can be completed.

6. Missing Originator

Notification of Address – It is the obligation of each Originator who ceases to be an Employee, a Student, or an Academic Visitor, to notify Knowledge Exchange of his or her current email address to allow Knowledge Exchange to get in touch with the Originator in the event that there is a sharing of Net Revenue. If an Originator fails to provide Knowledge Exchange with his or her current email address, then he or she will be treated as a missing Originator and the University will retain any unclaimed revenue sharing payments for such missing Originator. For the avoidance of doubt, the University will not be a trustee of any such unclaimed revenue sharing payments.

Unclaimed Amounts - Any revenue sharing payments remaining unclaimed for three years from the date the relevant Net Revenue is received by the University will, after that date, be forfeited and will revert to the University, who will distribute such revenue sharing payments but excluding the missing Originator.

7. Deceased Originator

In the case of the death of an individual due a share of income, that share of any income will be payable to the estate of the deceased.

8. Example of Income Distribution

XX
SCHEDULE H

HUMANITARIAN IP COMMERCIALISATION POLICY

The University is committed to supporting fair access to medicines for those in low income countries. It will implement technology transfer strategies that promote the availability of essential medicines in such countries whilst recognising legitimate business concerns.

The University’s policy when Commercialising the outputs of its research is:

1. To prosecute possible active pharmaceutical ingredient patent applications in low income countries only as necessary (for example, to provide development and marketing leverage for new products, or to exert leverage over global licensees, or to promote product manufacture in the country);

2. To include, where possible, provisions in its stand-alone Licences that seek to promote the manufacture of medicines or the availability of active pharmaceutical ingredients at affordable prices to low income countries.

It expects its licensees to appreciate and cooperate with this Policy.

This Policy is a living document and may be subject to change by the University.
SCHEDULE I
LINKS TO FURTHER INFORMATION

Forms:
Assignment from University
Assignment of IP Rights (Undergraduate Student and University of London Student)
Disclosure Information Form
Invention Record
Teaching Material Declaration

Guidance:
IP Policy
IP and Confidentiality – A Researcher’s Guide
Procedures for Staff when undertaking Consultancy and Other External Work and Commitments